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your international bubble.
While your media and Khazarian representatives of the U.S. and U.N. are
standing around trying to hold to assets in Hong Kong, the world goes right on
JUST
HONG
KONG
SURPRISES
turning and days clicking off. Have you any idea how you are laughed at in the
great Chinese halls of planning? And do you watch your media spouters trying
As we watch a world watch unfolding events there are so to tell the Chinese how to handle this turnover7 I find it fascinating that with
many rebounding images as to boggle minds which are ordinarily in quite good working order.
What would be my overall advice, however, about the
Chinese reabsorption of Hong Kong? Hang on to your seats,
The News
fasten your safety belts, and get ready for a very unexpected
ride.
I
intention of acting as a fortune teller, readers, and
my writer is not psychic
the handwriting is on the walls of
Key Questions
P.O. Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89126
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ASIN Vice Preside&Jean Cipolla denounced “this
eternal culpability and the cravenly attempt to recognize debts claimed by doubtful creditors.”
“The Swiss audience also demanded the repeal of
so-called “anti-racist laws” which the Swiss government passed to imitate the French Gayssot law muzzling freedom of expression. [See kow/ur
go
good
a
their

INTERNATIONAL
BANKERS
PUSH
RADICAL.
WORLDWIDE
CHANGES
ON NATIONS

and

From
June 2, 1997, [quoting:]
Behind a facade of starchy institutional conservatism, leading international megabankers are formulating a strategy of radical reforms to “blend” independent
nation-states into a one-world economy run by a global
bureaucracy as rootless as the UN, newly discovered
documents suggest.
Under this doctrine, the “supta-national” administration of the future, designed to supersede the “leftover” constitutional
governance of countries such as
America, will be modeled after the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank-“economic
enforcers” already wielding global powers that seemed
unimaginable just a decade ago.
Concerned American patriots, long preoccupied
with the gradual erosion of U.S. national identity and
sovereign autonomy, will see some of their worst fears
confirmed by internal World Bank and IMF documents
brought to light for the first time by a month-long
investigation.
an internal policy
paper compiled last year by top officials of the IMF and
the World Bank, boldly abandons any pretense that
international capital is no more of a menace than the
familiar neighborhood credit union.
DESTROY

POPULISM

Instead, it forcefully argues that global money
managers must turn to “revolutionary”
measures to
destroy the historic “populist state” and its
of
patriotism,
cultural classicism and economic
tonomystubborn
hindrances
to the rootless
“supranational” statecraft demanded by unfettered global financial markets.
Written largely
Shahid Burki, a World Bank
vice-president in charge of Caribbean and Latin American affairs, and Sebastian Edwards, one of the World
Bank’s senior economic advisers on South America,
the policy study urges breaking up “the economic and
social structures of the traditional nation-state, including its populist Institutions”.
These “outmoded” concepts must be replaced
“newly invented and constructed.. Integrated, efficient,
administrative
states” -that is, international bureaucracies resembling the UN, the IMF and the World
Bank.
The main task of these “integrated states” will be
the “economic restructuring” of old-fashioned constitutional republics such as the United States. Rejecting
all “leftover populist panaceas”, the one-world administrators will enforce “fiscally responsible” measures
such as these:
* Reinforce tax collection. “The prosecution of tax
evaders should be stepped up and penalties for tax
evasion increased,” the World Bank study recommends.
Eliminate populist “subsidies” such as public
scholarships, commodity supports and state-financed
unemployment benefits.
* Sharply cut defense budgets-except
that of the
UN’s “multilateral peacekeeping forces”.
Curtail present-day Social-Security
systems.
Burki and Edwards, the World Bank policy paper’s
authors,
that private savings levels are important

to sound banking, but “If individuals perceive they will
receive Social Security benefits from the government
when they retire, they will tend to reduce the amount
they save during their economically active years.”
This draconian law would place 90 percent of all
In other words, cutting out Social Security will Swiss citizens in jail for expressing the views they have
benefit “sound banking” by forcing people to save more vented during the last four months.
while they can still work.
Thus, neither the press brainwashing,
nor
“These are proposals only a denationalized banker government’s cowardliness could hold the Swiss in
could love,” says Dr. Bruno Zimmerman, a sociologist line. They had lost their fear. This is an ominous
who has published several studies on community fi- signal to Establishments everywhere as to how very
nance
“But I would not treat them lightly. They fragile their dominance over the populace really is.
represent the priority program of immensely powerful
economic .Elites who have already globalized-and
Meanwhile, the popular backlash has also swept
destroyed-far
too much of the historic American comaway any plan from Swiss globalists to shanghai Switmonwealth.” [End quoting]
And you thought the politicians and the Elite were zerland into the European Community (the globalist
government run from Brussels).
going to help you have a happy, worry-free life
Swiss popular outrage has so alarmed plutocrats
retirement.
that they tried to sneak in an amendment to the Swiss
Constitution which would gut popular participation in
ANGRY
SWISS
direct referenda. The trick was to increase the number
RETALIATE
ABOUT
of signatures to a level which would virtually make it
KHAZARIAN
FABLE
impossible for the people to initiate such referenda.
The news leaked out and renewed Swiss fury at
their government for even contemplating such a betrayal of the most cherished Swiss institution: direct
people-initiated referendum.
From
612197, [quoting:]
ASIN sent an ultimatum to the Swiss politicians of
BERN, Switzerland-When
the Swiss bankers and
politicians appeared to cave in at whiskey king Edgar all sides: “Don’t even think of touching the ConstituBronfman’s demand for billions of Swiss francs, they tion or amending the referendum.”
Signatures are now being gathered for a referendid not reckon on the popular fury of the Swiss people.
They had taken for granted the traditional placidity dum to prohibit any bank or politician from giving any
and respect for authority of the Swiss electorate. Yet money to Edgar Bronfman and Co. It is expected to
the massive world media attack on the Swiss as finan- pass overwhelmingly.
Thus popular resolve from the unlikely land of
ciers of the German National Socialist government and
the spines of
holders of billions of dollars of Jewish money jolted the Switzerland is sending shivers
Swiss populace from their lethargy into a militant and globalists worldwide: Popular anger could be contagious in other countries. [End quoting1
angry force.
Halleluiah for the Swiss. Ifthey can do it, we can
First, Swiss newspapers, who had beat themselves
it also.
on the breast apologizing for alleged Swiss sins, were
flooded with hundreds of thousands of letters denouncEx-NASA
OFFICIAL
ing craven politicians, cowardly banks and the venal
PROTESTS
RADIOACTIVE
LAUNCH
and servile press. All letters were signed with the name
and address of the writers. This was an extraordinary
Excerpted from
event in press history since the Swiss always prefer to
remain anonymous and generally write few letters to 6114197, [quoting:]
A retired NASA safety official has switched sides
the papers.
Then there were protest letters sent to the Israeli on the issue of launching nuclear material and is telling
Brevard County residents to leave town in October
and American embassies attacking their governments
for aiding and abetting Sen. Alfonse D’Amato (R- when NASA tries to send a probe with 72 pounds of
plutonium into space.
N.Y.) and Bronfman’s blackmail.
The man whose job was to protect Kennedy Space
Angry Swiss farmers dumped pig manure at the
door step of these embassies and organizations having Center’s workers when plutonium-powered space probes
a role in what they called the “shake down of Switzer- were launched in 1989 and 1990 said he will join a
group of anti-nuclear activists today to protest the
land”.
planned Oct. 6 launch. The 1 p.m. demonstration at
Swiss rallied in mass behind the banner of ASINthe Swiss independence and neutrality party, headed by Cape Canaveral Air Station is the first in a series of
protests organized
Gainesville group.
a modern William Tell: Christoph Blocher.
NASA will
a Titan IV rocket to send the S2.7
ASIN drew huge rallies to the dismay of the political Establishment which was prepared to compromise billion Cassini space probe to Saturn. Cassini carries
the largest amount of radioactive material ever launched.
and disburse the people’s money.
Allan Kohn of Casselberry, who as emergency preIn a major rally in Bern, Switzerland’s capital,
NASA
Blocher castigated the government for not defending paredness operations officer was commended
the country. Another Swiss patriot, Arnold Koller, for his work during the 1990 Ulysses launch and the
1989 Galileo launch, said Thursday that NASA is not
said: “The Central Bank and the federal government
have become incapable to respond to blackmail. Never doing enough to protect nearby residents in case of an
in this century has Swiss independence and neutrality accident.
“They are jeopardizing the public and they’re not
been so threatened. Unlike the time of WWII, the threat
comes, this time, from within, from the government telling the public” about safety hazards, said Kohn,
who retired from NASA in 1994. “If I had my family
and the parliament.”
Zurich leader Hans Fehr said: “The Swiss people there I’d get the hell out of there before that launch.”
But Joel Reynolds, safety director at Kennedy and
have become the victims of schemers from within the
the chief emergency planning officer during the Ulysses
government.”
L:
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and Galileo launches, said the launch is safe
all of
patients have ever filed a cemplaint against
Florida.
him. Nor has anyone or any agency ever challenged the,
Reynolds, who commended
a 1990 letter, effectiveness of Anti-neoplastons-not
even the FDA.
said he was surprised by Kahn’s new stance but doesn’t
He may legally treat Texas residents-within
tbe
think it will hurt NASA’s chances to launch Cassini. “state of Texas. His 4O-count crime, according ii; the
[End quoting]
FDA, is that some patients crossed the state iI;ie to
“Who cares if a few hundred thousand Americans enter Texas for treatment. A trial date has not been set.
are radiated-after
all we’d like to reduce the popula- If convicted on any one count, he must serve a mandation by several millions anyhow,” is the Elite’s atti- tory 8 years in prison. If convicted on 4 or more counts,
tude.
he could easily die in prison-as
did medical pioneers
Dr. Wilhelm Reich and Dr. Ruth Drown.
Wilhelm Reich was a world-renowned German psychiatrist, who settled in the U.S. in 1939. He disco+
From
July 1997, [quoting:]
.
ered a type of physicalrbiological
energy he called
To prove that Windows NT
handle the most Orgone
invented a transmitting device for deliverdemanding database application on Earth,Microsoft is ing the ‘healing rays’ of Grgone. His treatments seemed
working with the U.S. Geological Survey and the Rus- to have equal success regardless of the genesis of the
.,sian .space agency on the Terra ‘Server. Located at disease-virus,
bacteria, fungus, etc. Soon, other mediMicrosoft headquarters & Redmond, Washington, the, cal professionals
Reich to build his device for
terabytd%ize,
140 million-record database-running
their practices. In 1956,
was convicted of shipping
on a Windows NT server, naturally-serves
up satellite #non-FDA approved medical treatment device across
images of
the.
“This represents the state lines. He died in Lewisburg, Pennsylvania penikind of terabyte database we’re going to see,” says the tentiay in November, $957.
demo project’s architect, Jim Gray. It uses the upcomRuth Drown was a highly respected chiropractor
ing version of Microsoft SQL Server, code-named
who invented and used a revolutionary diagnostic/
Sphinx.
treatment radionics device. By establishing the vibra~ Just how big is a’terabyte of data? Equal to 1,000 tory frequency rate of every organ and then, incredibly,
gigabytes, it’s pretty darned big. All the HTML pages developing a protocol for reading dried drops of blood,
on the Web don’t make up a terabyte, all trausactions
she was able to establish the specific ‘healing freever made in the New York Stock Exchange amount to quency’ for each patient. She freely shared her docuhalf a terabvte, [cmplrusis mine] aud the
Ge- mentation and started to build aud ship her device to
nome Project is around 3 gigabytes. [End quoting]
interested medical professionals. She was charged by
Think of how many personal files can be put on one the FDA with shipping an unapproved medical treatof these units. Then think again about the ability for ment device across state lines. Dr. Ruth Drown died in
each file to be a
personal history.
prison in 1956.
Among the older physicians who are sick and dying
POLITICS
OVER
PRINCIPLE
in jail, is Dr. Bruce Halstead, M.D., a world famous and
He awaits an April 19th
honored biotoxicologist.
From
6115197, [quoting:]
sentencing in Los AngelesSuperior Court-for ‘crimes’
A week after again calling
a bau on “soft hecommitted 15yeqsago.
(Hedevelopedanutritional
money” political contributions, President Clinton stood supplement for which he personnally never made any
before an audience of fat-cat Democrats and appealed public medical claims. His real ‘crime’ was using
for-you guessed it-generous
donations of sol%money unapproved therapies that improved the health of the
to support next year’s Democratic congressional candi- gravely ill.) Even at 77 years old, Dr. Halstead is
dates and reduce the party’s huge debt.
considered far too dangerous a criminal to be free while
The White House rationalizes this conspicuous awaiting sentencing.
policy inconsistency in the usual way: So long as the
UPDATE: On April 19th, Judge John Reid ruled
law allows it, Democrats have no choice but to raise as that Dr. Halstead will be freed on May 12th. He
rendered his decision after hearing testimony from a
much soft money as they can just to
competitive
with generally better-heeled Republicans.
research colleague of Halstead’s. The international
IN OTHER words, there’s no point in talking about reputation of Halstead was cited, as well as the critical
principle when political viability is the only issue that nature of Halstead’s current research project.
matters. [End quoting]
One of Dr. Burzynski’s’most staunch supporters is
The politicians will never change their double-talk Nicholas Patronas,
Chief of Neuroradiology at
until they are forced by citizens to do so.
the National Cancer Institute. He is quoted as saying,
“that in his 20-year career, he has never seen results as
DR. BURZYNSKI
impressive as Dr. Burzynski’s.” When asked what will
LIFE
IN PRISON
happen to Burzynski’s current brain tumor patients,
Patronas says, ul think they will die.”
From
As a diabolical footnote to the FDA charges against
SUN, Vol 22, May 1997,
Burzyniki, if his clinic were located in any one of the
[quoting:]
six states where alternative health medical professionStanislaw
Burzynski,
als are protected, he could not be indicted. (The six
M.D., Ph.D., is a Houston,
states are Alaska, Washington, Oregon, Oklahoma,
Texas-based cancer specialNorth Carolina and New York).
ist, with a doctorate in bioIt has been said that, if Jesus Christ was living in
chemistry. Twenty years ago,
the United
and healing the sick and caushe developed a non-toxic, ‘no
ing the lame to walk and the blind to see, he would
side effects’ cancer drug
surely be arrested by the FDA-for practicing an unapcalled
Anti-neoplastons
proved therapy.
(which is a combination of
Dr. Burzynski, P.O. Box 1770, Pacific Palisades,
peptides, amino acid derivaCa., 90272.
tives and carboxylic acids).
Fax or write your Congressman and Senators, urgThe function of this bioing their support of THE ACCESS TO MEDICAL
chemical defense
is
TREATMENT ACT (HR-746 & S-1035). [End quoting]
to re-program
abnormally
It’s about time we stopped the Elite from putting
developing cells. Hundreds of his cancer patients have some of our best doctors in prisons and even causing
improved considerably through his treatments; some some of them to be murdered.
have experienced complete cures. NONE of his thouThe Elite-controlled
American Medical Associa-

tion doesn’t like the

DON’T

who c&t eure too many
-

LET
IRS

IS

,,

Excerpted from
NEWS, Dear Ann
(Landers) column, Los Angeles, l/7/97, [quoting: ]
Dear Ann: You certaialy went easy on the Internal
Revenue Service in your recent reply to “Los Angeles
Taxpayer”. He described a tale of red-tape madness.
You replied, “It‘s a a miracle the IRS doesn’t screw
more often.” Frankly, Ann, you need a reality check on
just how incompetent the IRS really is.
The IRS DOES screw,up moreoften. How about the
3,000 people notified by the IRS in 1993 that they each
owed $4 billion in back taxes? How about the Philadelphia chemical firm that, was penalized nearly $47,000
because the IRS determined that itg taxpayment
of
$4,448,112.88 was a dime short?
.,The IRS recently sp&t $8 bi?iio
computer
it got for
top official admitted, are systems that&rdo not
in
j_the real world”. The federal tax agency sends out some
30 million tax penalty notices every year. Nearly half
are erroneous..
, the IRS
As the tax deadline approaches each
.
invites taxpayers to call its toll-free number with questions. When they do call in, millions are given the
wrong answers. Then when those callers rely on those
wrong answers , they are slapped with interedt, penalties and liens on their property. The Heritage Foundation compiled nine pages of numbers underscoring IRS
ineptitude. Here are just a few examples:
* The number of times the IRS gave the wrong
answer in 1993 to taxpayers seeking assistance with
their tax forms-S.5
million.
* The percentage of its own budget for which the
IRS could not account in an audit-64 percent.
* The number of corrections notices sent out by the
IRS each year that turn out to be wrong-5 million.
* The number of women wrongly fined each year
because they get divorced or remarried-3
million.
* The number of taxpayers whose old-age benefits
will be cut because the IRS doesn’t properly record
their payments-10
million.
As the 1RS Code grows ever more complex, it
becomes easier for agents to find something wrong with
any tax return. The existing tax code has become a
source of unfathomable power for the IRS agents-and
that power corrupts. In a survey of IRS officials in
1991, three-fourths said they would probably not be
“completely honest” if they had to testify before
Congresss. Nearly half admitted they would use their
position to harass personal enemies.
.
So take a few lashes with the wet noodle, Ann.
Then add your voice to the cry for a simpler, slimmer,
saner tax code, Do it for your readers. Believe
Ann,
your help. -Jeff
[End quoting]
Every so often we need to be reminded how bad the
IRS actually is and
OUOTES

TO THINK

ABOUT

From
April 1997,
[quoting:]
“The road to tyranny, we must never forget, begins
with the destruction ofthe truth.” -William J. Clinton
10/15/95 [End quoting]
Clinton isn’t hiding what he’s doing to us. He’s
one of the biggest-if
not the biggest-liars
ever to
occupy the White House (not that the competition
wasn’t impressive).
[Quoting same above source:]
Gun registration is not enough. Waiting periods
The
are only a step. Registration is only a step.
prohibition of private firearms is the goal. -Attorney
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General Janet Reno [End quoting]
The Elite
even have to lie to us about what
have

U.N.

Excerpted from
4197,
[quoting:]
Although the United Nations has claimed for sevFrom
April 1997, eral years that the U.S. owes $1.3 billion in unpaid
dues, Rep. Roscoe Bartlett, R-MD, says it is the U.N.
[quoting:]
“We the people are the rightful masters of both that should pay up. Bartlett says a GAO report shows
Congress
and the courts-not
to overthrow the that the U.S. spent $6.6 billion to pay for U.N. operabut to overthrow men who pervert the tions in Haiti, Rwanda, Somalia, and the former Yugoslavia from 1992 to 1995. Just S 1.8 billion of that was
-Abraham Lincoln credited by the U.N. as dues; the U.N. owes America
$3.5 billion. “Rather than prepare a bailout of the
“They that give up essential liberty to purchase a U.N., it is more appropriate for the Congress to make
little temporary safety, deserve neither liberty nor arrangements for the U.N. to pay us back,“said Bartlett.
[End quoting]
safety.”
-Benjamin
Franklin
Knowing how the U.S. and the U.N. operate, it
doesn’t look very
for us to ever get that money
“Those who reap the blessings of freedom must, back.
like men, undergo the fatigue of supporting it.”
-Thomas Paine
STRONG
REGULATION
URGED
OF
DIETARY
SUPPLEMENTS
SOME
USES
FOR
COLLOIDAL
SILVER
From
Los Angeles, 6/25/91,
Excerpted from
April [quoting:]
The Food and Drug Administration should take
1997, [quoting:]
According to Capitol Drugs pharmacist Ron Barnes, “swift enforcement action” to assure the safety of vitaR.Ph: “We have lots of fancy antibiotics which can min pills and other dietary supplements, a presidential
fight only six or so viruses, bacteria and similar mi- commission said Tuesday.
crobes whereas colloidal silver battles bacteria, some
The Commission on Dietary Supplement Labels,
viruses, and hundreds of single-celled organisms. It’s appointed by President Clinton in 1995, said in a draft
non-toxic, non-mutagenic, non-cancerous.”
report that the FDA must provide “a strong and reliable
Dr. Robert Becker agrees. “It kills all types of enforcement system to back up the safety provisions” of
bacteria,” he writes. More remarkable still, “silver did a federal dietary supplement law passed in 1994.
The commission also recommended:
more than kill disease growth of bone, and accelerated
* Dietary health claims on the labels of supplethe healing of injured tissues by over 50%“. In his
same “significant scientific
research, he discovered cell types that looked just like ments
the active bone marrow of children. “These cells grew agreement” that is required for conventional foods
under a 1990 law.
fast,” he wrote, “producing a diverse and surprising
assortment of primitive cell forms able to multiply at a
Labeling claims of nutritional value for dietary
great rate, then differentiate into the specific cells of an supplements be “supported by scientifically valid eviorgan or tissue that had been injured, even in patients dence” .
over fifty years old. This ability overcomes the main
* Labels that claim a supplement affects a particuproblem of mammalian regeneration.”
[End quoting] lar body organ function can use terms such as “stimuLet’s
and stop this Elite control of our late”, “maintain” and “promote “as long as the labels
products which help keep us well. For a good source of do not suggest disease prevention or treatment for a
serious health condition.
colloids see ad on page 10.
* Labels should not contain statements claiming a
product “restores” normal function, or “corrects” abWALL
STREET
LIKES
COMMUNISTS
normal function where such conditions imply a disorder or disease.
Excerpted from
4191,
+ Labels should not refer to specific diseases or
[quoting:]
disorders and should not use “drug-related terms such
If
ever thought that capitalists and communists as “diagnose”, “treat”, “prevent”, “cure” or “mitigate”.
are natural enemies, think again. The death of Chinese
* More research to document the effect of dietary
Communist ruler Deng Xiaoping, who ordered the supplements on health. [End quoting]
massacre at Tiananmen Square in 1989, was deeply
We are being given plenty of warning on what is
mourned by the capitalist editors of the
coming. In the not-too-distant future we will probably
Deng was praised by the business mouthpiece need a prescription for anything that they don’t want us
for his “wisdom”, “ insight”, and his ‘?are combination
to have in the way of supplements, herbs, minerals and
of skills and political genius”. The
said it was vitamins. That is, unless enough of us rise up to stop
“a shame that Deng weakened before his task was Congress from allowing it.
finished”. The paper is a tireless advocate of increased
NEW
AIR FORCE
REPORT
trade with China, and was a vociferous opponent of Pat
Buchanan’s presidential candidacy. [End quoting]
DEBUNKS
r
ROSWELL
‘ALIENS’
WORDS

OF

WISDOM

Opinions
of the
contributors are their own and do
: not necessarily reflect those of the
staff or management.
/

incident, the first thing they did was report a flying
saucer crash in the local news. After they had time’for
the higher officers to get involved, it became a highaltitude weather balloon that had come down on the
property. Then, after 50 years of thinking about it, they
have decided it was dummies used in experiments.
What-or rather, who-are the dummies??
I’ll give you a clue about whom they think are the
dummies-it has nothing to do with
They lied to you in 1947-do you now expect the
truth from them? You could have expected more truth
out of them 50 years ago than youcan today, when many
high officials have admitted to lying when “necessary”
to cover up a story.
Are the Elite using reverse psychology on us?
Could it be that they are making the story so ridiculous
that they are hoping we see through this cover-up-in
an underhanded way telling us there is truth to the story
without admitting to the years of lying? Just a thought.
many strange things being
now. Why don’t you make it a habit to look
up into the sky, especially at night?

AND

PROPHECY
G7-G8
MEETING
IN DENVER

From the INTERNET, June 7, 1997, [quoting:]
Andy writes (to friend):
I read an interesting article in the Tuesday, June 10
section B, page 7B. The headline
“Summit Of The Eight Unveils Website”.
The part that caught my interest was two paragraphs near the end which read, “The Internet address
is <www.G8Denver.org>-which
is interesting, given
that summit organizers are adamant about calling the
summit the G7, short for Group of Seven.
“The eighth participant, Russia, is not a full-fledged
member of the club.”
(Andy, quoting from
to friend):
“And the beast which was and is not, is himself also
an eighth, and is one of the seven.. . .”
I found the wording, and the thought, interesting.
I don’t think this G7 group and Russia is really the
fulfillment of
17: Il. But I probably will keep my
eye on it anyway.
Thanks for the info, Andy. Satan is so subtle, I
hope we are all wise enough to see when these things
are being fulfilled. I’ve been wondering if this whole
thing with the European Community and Russia might
red herring thrown into religious circles to throw
us off track. [End quoting]
Ask
for Guidance and expect an answer.
LAURA’S
From

LATE-NIGHT

CALL

SeptZOct 1996,
39 Seminary Hill Rd., Carmel, NY 10512,

[quoting:]
I woke up one night from the same dream I had been
having forThe screech of brakes was still
ringing in my ears. I had heard the smashing glass and
crunching steel, and could almost smell the stench of
burning rubber. In my mind’s eye I saw the red glow of
flashing ambulance lights, and my only child, Laura,
with her two young girls, crushed to death in the Isuzu
Trooper.
I turned on the light. It’s only a dream, I reminded
and
But the
Excerpted from
Los Angeles, my self.
nightmare still haunted me.
6124197, [quoting:]
A new Air Force report concludes that the “alien prayed,
With Laura living a thousand miles away, I suppose
bodies” that were supposedly covered up along with the
crash of a flying saucer in Roswell, NM, in 1947 were it was only natural for me to worry about her. She and
acutally crash-test dummies used in parachute experi- her husband, Morgan, had moved out to Ohio so she
could finish her bachelor’s degree in drama at Kenyon
ments, a UFO skeptic says. [End quoting]
The Air Force can’t get their statements straight College. The school had been generous, providing a
and yet they
us to believe them. At the time of scholarship for Laura and arranging housing for her
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young family, but 1 often wondered how they managed.
Morgan had several jobs as a contractor, and Laura was
performing in the college theater.
Somehow, in the
midst of their busy schedules, Laura and Morgan also
performed together, singing at churches, charming
audiences with their music.
” The familiar tune wandered through my head as
1 sat in bed, thinking about Laura and Morgan. It was
a song 1 had often heard them sing in their concerts, and
the words were dear to their hearts. No strangers to
angelic intervention, they had even named their firstborn after the archangel Michael-Mychael,
we called
her.
1 assured myself, before tuining off the light and falling back asleep.
And yet, the premonition didn’t go away. All the
next morning, at the school where 1 teach, images from
the nightmare flashed through my mind, the crunching
car, burning fuel, smashing steel, flashing ambulance
lights. Several times 1 was tempted to dart out of the
classroom to give Laura a call. But what would 1 say?
“Be careful, dear, I’ve had a terrible dream”? No, she
needed greater protection than that. Quietly, 1 sang to
myself,
night,

5

ThirtyQuestioim
On
OklahomaCity

il
The Idaho Observer,
1997.
Have you have ever been in court trying to prove
your innocence against a government agency? Or, have
you ever been in a courtroom and watched justice drift
quietly out the window with the truth in a case of the
State vs. John Q. Public? Can you remember how
shocking it was to watch the system protect itself? Can
you remember questioning the judgement of a judge
that would not allow certain important evidence into
HIS courtroom just to protect some petty, mid-manThe anxious feeling lasted all afternoon, through a agement state bureaucrat? Now, considering that overfaculty meeting and a conference with a student, while whelming evidence supports “theories” that “our” gov1 did research in the library, at the supermarket, on the ernment, at the very least, had prior knowledge that a
way home-even
when 1 sat down to watch the news. 1 “terrorist” attack was going to be made on the Murrah
Federal Building, how can it surprise anybody that this
kept praying until finally, the fear left me.
That night Laura called. “Mom,” she said, “I just complex trial, two years in the making, was opened
want you to know I’m okay-we’re
all okay.”
and shut in a couple of weeks without one shred of the
“What happened?” 1 asked, the fear returning.
real evidence being “allowed” into the courtroom?
“This afternoon, 1was driving home with the girls,”
The following 30 questions need some answers:
she said. “We had been in Bexley, visiting friends.
When we got in the van, the girls were tired, so I gave
1. If the bombing of the Alfred E. Murrah Fedthem blankets and pillows for naps and by the time we era1 Building in Oklahoma City was a terrorist reprisal
were on the highway, they were fast asleep in the for the Federal massacre of the Branch Davidians at
backseat.
Waco, why were no BATF or FBI agents injured? Why
“We had to take a detour and ended up on a two- was every badge-carrying federal agent absent from
lane highway. Traffic was heavy going both ways. At work at nine o’clock on a weekday morning and their
one point, a big semi was rumbling toward me in the offices staffed only with civilian clerical workers?
other lane, when from behind it a black Porsche darted
2. When the word first got out that no federal
out into my lane, trying to pass.
agents had been present in the building, the BATF
“I slammed on the brakes and could hear screechproduced its Resident Agent Alex McCauley who told
ing behind me as other cars tried to avoid hitting me. 1 a long story about his own heroism and that of a felwas afraid to look in the rearview mirror. 1 couldn’t
low BATF man who allegedly fell three fIoors in an
turn either way; one direction 1 would hit the semi, the elevator, walked away from it, and then helped rescue
other 1 would roll the car into a ditch. And anyway,
others trapped by the bomb. This was quickly exposed
there wasn’t any time. The car was coming right at us.” as a fabrication in an angry interview by building
1 took a deep breath, still fearing the worst.
maintenance supervisor Duane James, who described
“But, Mom,” Laura said, “the most amazing thing McCauley’s story as “pure fantasy”. James examined
happened. The black Porsche was lifted right up above the elevator in question and also the central control
us! It was as though it had been picked up like a toy and panel and pointed out a number of technical and logiset down in the ditch to my right.
cal reasons why the miraculous elevator incident sim“I got out of the van and looked. Not a scratch on ply couldn’t have happened in the way claimed. The
it. The stunned Porsche driver got out of his car and all McCauley account was quietly retracted and flushed
he had was a bruised elbow. 1 asked the other drivers,
down the memory hole by the BATF, with the help of
who all said the same thing: The Porsche had simply the media. They now admit that McCauley was noflown over our car. Even the police were at a loss to where near the building when the bomb went off, alexplain why the skid marks stopped abruptly-only
thouah thev refuse to discuss his exact whereabouts or
inches from our van.”
the whereabouts of any other BATF agent at the time
“HOW are the girls?”
of the explosion. Will BATF Agent Alex McCauley
“They slept through the whole thing! Mom, 1 really be disciplined for telling a self-serving lie which
believe an angel lifted that car out of our way. I’m sure falsely made himself out to be a hero? If that was not
1 saw the faint form of an angel as it carried the Porsche
the purpose, why did he make this palpably false pubaway from us in a blinding light.”
lit statement?
“1 believe so too, darling,” 1 said. All
3. Why was U.S. Judge Wayne Alley, whose of1 thought to myself. “1 believe so too.” [End fice was located in the federal building, warned sevquoting]
eral weeks in advance in a Justice Department memo
There’s one place you can always put your trust, to be prepared for an unnamed “terrorist act” directed
and that is in the hands of God. For every story like this against the federal building?
that sees a public forum, there are probably ten times as
4. Judge Alley made the above admission to the
many that remain within the quiet musings of those
immediately after the bombing.
who elect to keep their experiences private out of fear He has since refused to repeat it or allow himself to be
or ridicule. We should be thankful for those who make interviewed again. Why?
an effort to share these kinds of miracles with a larger
5. Why did Ken Stem of the American Jewish
audience.
Committee fax warnings to federal judges and officials,

legislators, and prosecutors warning of a possible attack on a government building of installation on the
second anniversary of Waco on April lOth, 1995, nine
days before the OKC bombing7
6. “Norma”, a witness who worked in an office
building just down the street from the federal building, told reporter Sherry Koonce what she saw prior to
the explosion: “The day was fine, everything was norma1 when 1 arrived for work at about 7:45 a.m. There
was some talk about the bomb squad among the employees at our office. We wondered what it was doing
in our parking lot. Around nine 1 heard and felt a
huge explosion. Then someone said it had to be a bomb,
and we all knew. remembered the bomb squad in our
parking lot and knew what had happened.”
“Norma” has since quit her job, gone into hiding
and refused to speak again to any reporters or investigators. So have a number of other people who saw the
heavily armed and equipped bomb squad in the area
up to three hours before the blast. Why?
7. Why has all mention of the facts outlined in
questions 1 thru 6 disappeared from the news media
after the first week of coverage of the bombing? Why
has the media consistently suppressed and refused to
report any information or evidence which indicates
that, at the very least and regardless of who was responsible, there was federal foreknowledge that the
bombing would take place?
8. By definition, a terrorist must take credit for
his violence, or else there is no compelling reason to
commit a crime. The specific purpose of terrorism is
to gain a political end through the credible threat to
commit future acts of violence. No one has claimed
credit for the Oklahoma City bombing. Militia and
right-wing groups, the alleged masterminds and presumed beneficiaries, have been particularly vehement
in denouncing the explosion and in many cases have
cooperated directly with federal agencies to absolve
themselves of any involvement. The only statement of
alleged political motive we have comes from the very
government which was attacked. Why is this?
9. Did the Alfre’d Murrah Building warehouse
documents relating to the attack on the Branch
Davidians at Waco? If so, what happened to those documents? Were they destroyed7 If so, were any copies
kept elsewhere? If not, why not?
,
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10. Will the missing papers, if any, affect former
Attorney General Ramsay Clark’s lawsuit against the BATF
and FBI on behalf of the Branch Davidian survivors?
11. Why did the director of the University of
Oklahoma’s Geological Survey, Dr. Charles Mankin,
tell the media that, according to two different seismographic records, there were two blasts, the second approximately eight seconds after the first?
12. The news media initially reported two explosions, based on eyewitness testimony. Why did this
version of events disappear from print and the air waves
within 24 hours?
13. U.S. government Technical Manual No. 9-1910
from the Department of the Army and Air Force entitled “MILITARY EXPLOSIVES”, which specities that
ANFO, the acronym for Ammonium Nitrate and Fuel
Oil bomb said to .be used on the Murrah Building, requires a greater than 99 percent purity of ammonium
nitrate, as well as a specific dryness before it can be
mixed with diesel fuel to create an explosive substance.
The manual further spells out that even under ideal
conditions (not often reached even by experts) 4,800
pounds of
explosive would create a much smaller
crater than the one left in front of the Murrah Building, and its shock wave could not possibly wield the
force necessary to compromise the building’s concrete
support. The FBI claims that the ANFO charge was
made from 50 bags of fertilizer.
Ammonium nitrate
fertilizers comes in much weaker concentrations than
the 99 percent-plus required for explosives. Creating
concentrated amounts of ammonium nitrate is quite
complex, and would require many bags of fertilizer.
In short, according to the government’s own textbook,
the Oklahoma City bombing could not have happened
in the way the FBI says it happened. It is a physical, chemical and thermodynamic impossibility. Why is the FBI lying7
14. Retired Air Force Brigadier General Benton
K. Parting, former commander of the Air Force Armament Technology Laboratory, a 25-year expert in the
design and development of bombs, urged senators and
congressmen to delay the destruction of the Murrah
Building site. Partin stated in a news release, “When
I first saw the picture of the truck bomb’s asymmetrical damage to the federal building in Oklahoma, my
immediate reaction was that the pattern of damage
would have been technically impossible without supplementary demolition charges at some of the reinformced
concrete bases inside the building, a stamhud demolition technique. Partin further explained that “reinforced concrete targets in large buildings are hard targets to blast. I know of no
way possible to reproduce the apparent building damage
through simply a truck bomb effort.”
General Partin’s request to have the bomb site preserved in order to examine the possibility of a second
explosion was ignored by the government. Why?
15. General Partin’s press release, quoted above,
was reprinted in the John Birch Society magazine New
Based on this the news media launched an
egregious and bogus smear campaign against General
Benton K. Partin, claiming falsely that he was a member of the John Birch Society (JBS) and therefore a
“right-wing extremist”. General Partin has been forced
repeatedly to threaten lawsuits in order to force grudging and deliberately downplayed retractions and corrections of this allegation. His alleged JBS membership still appears in print and broadcast media today
as fact even though the media are by now perfectly well
aware that the allegation is false. Why are the news
media telling a deliberate lie in order to discredit a
highly respected expert who questions the official government version of the Oklahoma City bombing?
16. There have been repeated studies done by a
variety of accredited explosives experts and professional demolition contractors, such as former FBI agent
Ted Gunderson. All of these have stated their professional opinion that the destruction of the Murrah Building could only have been accomplished with top-grade
military explosives, detonators, and careful placement
of multiple charges. Why have the media ignored these

expert opinions? Why, indeed, have the media engaged
in a concerted campaign to abuse, vilify, discredit and
marginalize as a “crank” or a “right-wing extremist”
any explosives expert or engineer who questions the
official FBI version of the bomb’s construction and
explosive power?
17. There is not a single piece of concrete evidence to connect either Timothy McVeigh or Terry
Nichols to any militia or right-wing group. Why has
the news media refused to acknowledge this fact and
continued to spread the patently false assertion that
McVeigh was a member of a militia group?
18. Terry Nichols has been married twice, once to
a Mexican woman and once to a Filipina. Obviously,
a man who marries women of color not once but twice
and has children with them can hardly be called a racist. Why has this fact, which clearly precludes any
racist or neo-Nazi involvement in the bombing of the
kind which is repeatedly implied by the media, not been
given any significant exposure at all?
19. Having allegedly just committed a coldly calculated, carefully and meticulously planned mass murder, why did Timothy McVeigh then suddenly turn into
a Clouseau-like klutz and do everything but send up a
flare to draw attention to himself, speeding out of the
state at almost 100 mph in a car without a license plate,
virtually guaranteeing that he would be stopped?

20. Timothy McVeigh is a highly trained combat
NC0 who won a Bronze Star for courage under fire in
the Gulf War. Having been stopped by a state trooper,
being armed with a pistol, knowing that he now faced
either execution or imprisonment for the rest of his
natural life, why did McVeigh make no move at all to
defend himself or escape, but instead surrendered like
a little lamb?
21. FBI agents are said to have tracked down
McVeigh’s truck rental agency by finding a vehicle
identification number (VIN) on the truck’s rear axle.
This axle was found either in the bomb crater, according to the mayor of Oklahoma City’s initial press statement, or three blocks away according to the later FBI
version. Which statement is true?
22. There is another problem to the Ryder truck
tale. No rear axle on any vehicle manufactured in
America is imprinted with a VIN, even after recent
legislation forcing manufacturers to place multiple
VINs on the engine, firewall, and frame to discourage
chop shops. When queried, a spokesman for Ryder told
reporters than it does not imprint additional VINs on
its trucks. The only conceivable number available on
a rear axle is a part number, but a part number couldn’t
lead to the identification of a specific vehicle. We have
here another case where the FBI version of events simply could not have happened in the way the federal
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Ellene S,
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Olympia, WA 98502
Dear: Ellene
I want to take this opportunity to thank you for your Enancial contribution which will help us uncover the truth
about the Oklahoma City bomb@. EspeciaRy in these diflicult financial times, I realize your contribution was truly
asacriBce,butagenerous
andmuchneededone.
I apologize for taking so long to acknowledge the receipt of your donation and to extend my heart felt gmtitt&.
TheOklaholuaLegi&tureiscurrent.lyinsession.
1thasbeench&ngmgtofulfillmy1egi&tiverespo~
handlemediamquestsandplanand~thepetitiondrive.
~,,weareintheofcollectingsignatures~aninitiativt~~inanefforttoconvenea~
grandjury. Thernainpurposeforthisgrarxljuryisamoreindt@hiwesti;gation
FrumApril17e’wehavet%rtyBvedayst.ogather5,OOOsigmuures. ~objectivcforthis~graodjurywillbetohear~mtwenty-three
wimesseSwhohavetestifiedtoseeingTimothyucveighintheoompanyof~ormueJohnDoes.
Thefederal
authctdeshavcinterviewedthesewituessea.
Noneofthemwemallowedtot.estiQbefo~thefederalgrandjmynor
willtheybeallowedtoteatifyatthctrialinDenver.
Otherinformationbeingkeptfror.nthepublicrelatestothe
government’s prior knowledge of the impending attack on the Munah Federal Build@ on April 19,1995.
Insummary,theefForttoseekthetruthhasbeencoatly.
Ithasbeenandcontinuestobymyintentiontopursuethe
and prayers of people like you
tnltkabouttheevents-gthebombing.
Itiswiththehelp, m
3.::‘.helps me amtinue ill tlk?se efforts.

sincerely

Charles Key
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bureau claims it happened. Where did the VIN story
come from? Why has it been created and circulated by
the media?
23, Did McVeigh use fake I.D. or his real I.D. to
rent the truck? The FBI has told both stories.
24. The FBI detained and interrogated Timothy
McVeigh’s young sister Jennifer and Terry Nichols’
twelve-year-old son. They announced in the media that
both of them were suspects and that Jennifer McVeigh
was facing indictment and the death penalty. These
charges disappeared from the media and both young
people were released. What is the story here?
25. Who is John Doe Number Two? Does he exist
at all? The FBI first conducted a nationwide manhunt
for JD-2 over a period of several weeks. Then they
claimed that a U.S. Army soldier on leave, whose published photographs bear no resemblance whatsoever to
the photofits, was JD-2. Then they claimed for some
months that JD-2 does not exist and all the witnesses
who saw him were mistaken. Now they are hedging
again and say they have an “open mind” about whether
John Doe Number Two exists. What is going on here?
26. In January of 1996 National Public Radio
broadcast a half-hour special containing interviews
with half a dozen witnesses who personally saw John
Doe Number Two in the Ryder truck with Timothy
McVeigh on the morning of the bombing. These witnesses all had one thing in common; other than a cursory preliminary interview by the FBI they had, up until
that time, been approached by neither the prosecution
nor the defense to appear as witnesses at the trial. Why
not? Will any witnesses who saw John Doe Number
Two be called to testify?
27. In the summer of 1995, a mysterious American named Daniel Spiegelman was arrested in the Netherlands for trafficking in stolen diamonds and antiques.
In July of 1995, the Janet Reno Justice Department
quietly applied for Spiegelman’s extradition to the
United States in connection with the Qklahoma City
bombing. This was accompanied by representations at
the highest level demanding that the Netherlands courts
hear the case in camera and that the proceedings be
kept completely
secret.
Through
his attorney
Spiegelman fought extradition, a Dutch judge refused
to impose secrecy on the hearing, the media got hold
of it, and Janet Reno allegedly withdrew the extradition request, whereupon the entire bizarre episode vanished from public view. No more media blackout in
the OKC case has been more complete than the blackout imposed over the name of Daniel Spiegelman; it is
as if he has stepped off the face of the planet. Who is
Daniel Spiegelman?
What connection does he have
with Oklahoma City? Is he John Doe Number Two?
Does he know who John Doe Number Two is?
28. FBI informant and star witness Michael
Fortier, who admits to trading his testimony for lenient
sentencing on gun charges himself, claims that he and
Elmer McVeigh scouted out the Murrah Building severa1 weeks in advance lookina for the BATF offices
therein. If that is true, why didTimothy McVeigh stop
the Ryder truck at a gas station on the morning of the
bombing and ask directions to the building7 And why
did he park the truck on the side of the building the
farthest away from the BATF offices, when there was
an available parking lot which would have placed the
truck bomb almost directly under the windows of the
BATF even if it was seven stories up?
29. Why was the reaction of the Clinton administration, blaming right-wing radio talk shows for the
incident and demanding the most draconian police state
legislation
proposed in the United States, so swift
and obviously organized?
The air of orchestration
about the whole government response did not escape
notice even at the time, in all the high emotionalism
prevalent, and was commented on by a number of observers all across the political spectrum.
A blizzard of OKC-related “domestic terrorism”
bills were rushed into Congress in a matter of days,
some of them pre-written and already printed up be-
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fore the bombing. These proposed laws cover everything from banning virtually all privately owned firearms to unlimited and court-admissible federal wiretaps to censorship of the Internet to the suspension of
habeas corpus in “terrorism” cases to the grotesque
destruction
of the
advocated in
Charles Schumer’s bill H.R. 2580, which imposes a
five-year prison sentence for publicly engaging in “unseemly speculation” and publishing or transmitting by
wire or electronic means “baseless conspiracy theories
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Spotlight
The government would have you believe that Tim
and that debris
McVeigh is a “master-conspirator”,
from bombed buildings flies backwards.
Exclusive to the
by Mike Blair and
Fred Blahut:
“Why does Tim McVeigh make me think of Lee
Oswald and James Earl
asked a
Hill pundit, somewhat rhetorically, when the expected
verdict of “guilty” came in from Denver. “The answer
is,” he said, *‘that all three were involved in terroristtype conspiracies with fatal consequences that they
couldn’t possibly have masterminded.”
Also:
None of them had the brains, organizational abilities or resources to pull off the acts for which they were
accused;
There was an odor of government
about all three affairs; and
The mainstream media was “convinced” that they
were the guilty parties, even when the available evidence didn’t jibe.
McVeigh was convicted on 11 individual counts,
three of conspiracy and eight of murder (all federal
The
convinced the
that
McVeigh conspired with two other “masterminds”, codefendant Terry L. Nichols (who is yet to be tried),
and the less-than-credible Robert Fortier, who copped
a plea to lesser charges in return for immunity in the
OK bombing.
Despite what you may have seen or heard from the
mainstream media, independent experts say that the
fertilizer bomb (ammonium nitrate and fuel oil, or
ANFO) could not possibly have devastated the sturdy
building and blown downthe huge pillars of support:
Here’s just a few questions that the trial didn’t
answer:
Why did Judge Richard Matsch rule out all exculpatory evidence pointing to a wide conspiracy and
federal involvement in the crime?
Why did Matsch rule out any testimony that there
were two unexploded bombs inside the building as reported by the Oklahoma City media immediately after
.
the bombing.
Why .do helicopter shots from above the building
taken just hours after the blast fail to show any crater
where the truck allegedly parked?*
9 Why was the only evidence of an ANFO bomb
that the federal prosecution could produce as evidence
residue on a small, nine-by-nine-inch piece of plywood,
allegedly from the inside of the large rental truck?
How did the residue survive the 600-degree heat
of the blast when scientists testified that it would be
destroyed by heat reaching only 250 degrees?

regarding the federal government of the United States.”
Who decides what is a “baseless conspiracy theory”?
Why, the very same government, of course. How exactly was a normally cumbersome, inefftcient, and glacially slow legislative branch able to move so quickly,
so comprehensively, and so efftciently in introducing
these laws which will strip Americans of what remaining freedoms they have?
30. Why did it take so unconscionably long for the
trial of Timothy McVeigh and Terry Nichols to begin?

What happened to the indestructible engine of
the Ryder truck, its drive shaft, transmission fra;ne
bumpers doors and wheels? No ANFO explosion or
anything less than an atom bomb could have pulverized the hardened steel and rubber that these truck parts
were manufactured of.
How could plywood survive an explosion that
hardened steel could not?
Why did debris from the explosion(s) fly across
the street if the explosion came from outside the Murrah
Building? (Shades of John F. Kennedy’s head jerking
backward when he was allegedly shot from the rear.)
* Why did the feds prohibit any inspection of the
building after the bombing?
0 Why did the feds blow up the building, then cart
the remains to a large dump, cover it over with dirt
-r
and post security around it?
0 Why did the prosecution fail to call as a witness
Roger Moore (aka “Bob Anderson”), from Arkansas,
who was supposedly robbed of his guns and other valuables
to finance the purchase Of the explosive ingredients?
Why did the defense fail to call Moore as a witness?
Why were McVeigh’s fingerprints found on a receipt for fertilizer purchased, not by him, but by
Nichols, whose fingerprints were not found on the receipt, nor [were] those of the store clerk?
0 Why didn’t the prosecution or defense call the
owner of the truck rental dealership (allegedly where
McVeigh rented the fatal truck) who described the
renter as a relatively short, dark-skinned man when he
testified before a grand jury?
What happened to John Doe No. 27
The above are only a few of the unanswered questhat
tions
J u d g e
Matsch,
the
prosecution
and the defense failed
(or refused) ta
explore during the trial.
Hundreds of
questions remain, including the facts
about
the
BATF’s and
FBI’s
the
roles in Covering up the
worst terrorist
act in American history.
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FOOT

BEFORE

SHOOTING

There are a lot of things on display in the heavens
right now which are interesting, at the least, in the
explanations given forth by the Pentagon and Governmental Scientists. Insanity must be a genetic alteration
in your species.
The people of the U.S.A., for instance, are going to
find that the embargos against Libya and/or Iraq, etc.,
were NEVER LAWFULLY AND CONSTITUTIONALLY
VALIDATED
IN
THE
U.S.,
SO
EMBARGOGATE WILL PROBABLY SWING OPEN
ANY DAY NOW.
If each of us were perfect we would BE GOD and
some of us have yet a way to go. Dharma just stopped
as I caused her to look around at this one room and she
said “Oh God.. .” and NOT, “I’m God!” The tiny
pathway to the doorway out of the jungle of debris,
books, mailings,
of everything from the China
Syndrome, to how to grow tomatoes, is overwhelming.
So, “God of what?” is usually the realization and next
comes, “Thank God there are others to help, even if
they don’t suit me to my ideal of perfection.”
Many people are still in the Hippy/Flower Child
mentality of having somebody else somehow owe them
for existing. No thank you. There are NO free lunches
in reality nor in “right’ness.
We must each contribute
TO THE SAME CAUSE in some manner or go find
another “cause”. Whatever YOU might not have contributed-someone
had to pay the piper for each error,
each action and every circumstance. So please, do not
assume the bed of roses for another just because YOU
were not there to do your part at the given time of
experience.
But no, we do not overproject what I
WOULD OR WOULD NOT DO, please.
The pretty good sage advice of the day is “Get a
life.” And you know what, it is good advice for if you
try to arrange everyone else’s life to suit your own
position-it
is usually not good and the “others” around
simply end up wanting you to end your own life to give
them a bit of peace and quiet.
Perhaps we should await the camel’s arrival with
its load before we break its back before the starting run.
We are all but children sorting our way and chopping
our way through the jungle of life’s happenings while
our plans are being laid. So, TRY LIVING a bit of that
which comes along, lest you pass this whole way without seeing or expressing a damned thing of importance.
HOW

ARE

YOU

DOING?

You must always look to where you were when we
came along and into your attention. Then, study carefully where you might have been headed when we came
along. Then, always study your own mistakes to become more tolerant of another’s and, ALWAYS, REMEMBER WELL: IT TAKES TWO TO TANGO. This
means that whatever you perceive happened to you in a

topics chosen. Why would that be? I am not a standup comic of some kind, I am the closest breath of life
to you who work with me and I will share with my scribe
and speaker every opportunity that our schedule allows
for; for every action there is a reaction and it often is
painful and heavy to the point of being, if allowed to
brood, a flock of birthed ideas even more painful.
Everyone else around here can flounder and fragmentbut she is not allowed the privilege, so I take the time
to discuss these things in order that understanding
prevail and not the urge to toss the towel onto the ropes
and climb out of the ring rather than face one more
confronter.
But YOU don’t blame her? Don’t you? So far
everyone who doesn’t like what I write or say-DOES
so at one time or another. Well, I like to respond, in
times like that, that if Doris bears such wisdom-it is
not a bad idea to tromp along after her and not consider
alternatives for we are going to get to the successful top
negative manner-YOU
PARTICIPATED! And, if you of the ladder, or mountain, TOGETHER, she and meconsider it now to
an error or ill-judgement, how and welcome along if the heat doesn’t chase you from
come you to think your wisdom is so perfect as to tell the the kitchen cookstove. What anyone thinks of us is
rest of us how to function7 Just some thoughts for the NONE OF OUR BUSINESS. And, what we think of you
Remember also that every action you take reflects is none of yours! It is a thin line to walk, but at some
on others
brings a lot of pain sometimes.
point along our paths we must learn to walk that
I have to also remind you that I write for some 7 tightwire without twitching, stopping or, hopefully,
billion people, so don’t assume yourself to be somehow falling off.
a whipping boy. If I specify something or someone,
there are always wrong assumptions and I weary of it.
DO YOU
KNOW
YOUR
TEACHER?
Stop wearing another’s shoes which pinch. We have
people here, and V.K. is one, who “assumed we had
How can some do it and others can’t, or won’t?
already funded ‘her’ contract and are withholding funds Well, wouldn’t you consider it wiser to go with the
from her”. Wow, that went over really big since Ekkers TEACHER of tightwire walking than the kibitzer on
have supported her personally, and alone, for many the ground who doesn’t know a tightwire from the hole
months. The brain is made for thinking and some just in his ear? Speculators are a dime a dozen, while
don’t use it except to expand the head. Stubborn ego learned teachers are priceless. However, if you are 300
has lost more worlds than all the wars of mankind feet off the ground with no catch-net, you are going to
merged into one accounting.
Living in truth and break your nose or something more important if you
integrity at ALL times is truly a somewhat lonely place don’t know what you are doing or assume the kibitzer
to be. Oh, ones rush in and out and,around and come is correct and your teacher is just boring, or worse.
back to plague you with their further insights and Neither do you pile too many stems of straw onto the
apologies-when
they smell the money. It is like an camel lest he bolt or break.
invisible call to the wild for the wolves to gather. No
Remember that teachers and speakers will often
thank you for we are securing the chicks, and no more test you sorely. Clear your spaces, and when personal
wolves or foxes are welcome in our chicken pens. Don’t suggestions that challenge another compatriot pop
you often wonder how in the devil the devil knows? through-be
careful indeed. These are pearls of wisMoreover, they bring honey dripping from their hands dom, not discipline or nagging. When the personality
and lips while the hand is ever open for more and more regarding problems or thoughts of the moment is focused on that which changes a plan-be extra careful
of your own blood.
Once burned there is sympathy for you, twice burned for sharing is tine but realization of possible misinforand you may get some bit of sympathy-thrice
burned, mation is more often the call of the moment. We are not
shame on you, for you are far too slow a student to be playing a game of hop-scotch-we
are dealing with
entrusted with great things. In other words, too long in lives of living human people and life expressions of all
kinds
may NOT govern our actions by the
the burning ovens cooks your goose.
By the way, as I have the minutes with my own whims or druthers of a moment of remorse or revenge.
closest team, I find squirming and discomfort at the God will have His day of vengeance with each indi-
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vidual-and
you don’t have to concern about it. And
when you decide that your wisdom is greater than
God’s, BEWARE. Why? Because you are within the
illusion and reality strikes like a major-sized two-byfour across your own realization, sooner or later.
You don’t like or want any goody-two-shoes lectures? Tough! What you see is what you get-from me.
If you don’t like my game, anyone who cares to read
this, get out of my game! But consider what you might
have been doing that was so all-fired important and
worthy of your greater self. What could you possibly
,have been doing that was either more interesting or
more important than that which we do now which
borders on the absurd, miraculous and yes, magical?
But what do you tell people about this absurdity?
Nothing; you present what you have to offer, miraculous or otherwise accepted in perception, and you don’t
bring up the absurd or difficult to confront. You don’t
or can’t speak of me because I am invisible or not
“proven”? How many of you believe in a being called
God,
how many times have you seen a likeness of
God revealed in human form? If you cannot believe in
that which is greater than self, then you have limited
self to the prison of containment in limitation and
bindings.
THE

REAL

DIFFERENCE

We either create the reality of the dreams we dare
to make or we forever live in the lack of that which is
wondrous by the allowance of the limitations of manipulation to control our beings. If we cannot grow
beyond simple manipulation of others and their “things”,
we fail to focus on the reality of abilities to create from
that which is Universally available to each and all of us.
WE CREATE-you
do what you will, whoever you are.
WE CREATE REALITY IN REALITY. WHAT WE
CREATE THEN “BECOMES” AND, WHEN MANIFEST-AH
THE WONDER OF IT ALL! WILL YOU
CREATE A PLACE FOR GOD? And no, to you=
consider this a silly thought-what
will YOU do, talk
about God and reality or LIVE IT? And furthermore,
who better to teach the possibilities to those who seemingly come after you, than you who have experienced
and
KNOW? Do you toss around your “laws”
because you are bigger, older, you say so, or what? Or,
do you always think and act in WISDOM so that your
reality of righteousness is not in question?
You, further, cannot, or may not at least, put down
another because they CANNOT measure up to your
levels of expectation unless YOU YOURSELF gave
every opportunity to that “other” to become the identical person to yourself. You cannot complain of another’s
lack when YOU failed to supply that which would bring
that other to your position or level of achievement in a
totally equal and valid environment. If a man is stupid
in your eyes-WHY?
Because he is not you? Wow, get
with the reality of the truth of it-if you are judging,
you are on the wrong side of the observation post for
that other is only a reflection OF YOUR THOUGHT
PROCESSES and not the reality of your perceptions of
biased or bigoted non-ability to see or know much of
anything.
People constantly die in loneliness because they
have only seen others in their limited mirror of
misperceptions,
and nobody wants to be around such
limitation and lack of acceptance. The ultimate putdown is then in the fact that if you never are pleased or
make an effort to “stroke positively in appreciation”
another-expect
that other to get as far away from you,
when possible, as is possible. This is a universal truth
which runs from birth to death of physical expression.
How often do you express beauty and appreciation and
LOVE to those surrounding you, versus the times you
find displeasure, non-appreciation and/or negative nastiness? Do you deserve that which happens? Of course,
so if you don’t like what is coming down the pike upon
you-CONSIDER
CHANGING YOURSELF FOR YOU
CAN’T CHANGE THAT “OTHER” TO YOUR MOLD.

IF YOU FORCE THAT CAPITULATION, YOU ONLY
BUILD SILENT HATRED, OR NOISY, AS THE CASE
MAY WELL BE, AND A BUILDING OF RESENTMENT TO CHOKE A HORSE, MUCH LESS THE
“OTHER” PERSON. If you unfairly kick a dog c*. rugh
times, he will eventually bite hell out of you t t, Iirst
chance he gets. Pride always goes before the FALL, my
friends.
I find dozens in my every day experiences who
certainly expound on the fact that they
better than
me about this or that or the other--IN MY OWN
PROGRAM. Why don’t you who have such insight into
MY BUSINESS find a way to attend your own to
nerfection and wealth? Ah HA! If YOUalways think
iour way the best way, watch out lestiou fail tb accept
THE WAY. A lot of people have passed MY WAY and
right on out the other door of the abundance bank
through their opinions of either myself or my people,
OR SIMPLY THAT THEY THINK THEY KNOW IT
ALL. If you think you know it all-remember
this:
YOU DO NOT.
And if you put down me or my people-why are you
here and what are you about? You are in my PLAY and
what are you doing here in my screenplay while you
perceive yours to be better? It is because you KNOW
BETTER. And, why do people pick at Dharma and
E. J.7 Because they have done things no other humans
have been able to accomplish and they did it from minus
nothing. The major impact of such realization is to
destroy them because they bring discomfort to the false
people, liars and cheats-because
they have accomplished in integrity and TRUTH. Even the worst of
their enemies will NOT GO AWAY; they hang and
hang and try to tear down while they only accomplish
their own demise. It is simply the way it is, and it is
good to look it at it exactly as it is because you have
false and wrong images which can break down your
very selves in the jealous twangs of discontent and
perceived %nfairness” of God or whoever you choose
as your invisible asset. And if you have beat upon them
with your whips and arrows, why think ye that you shall.
benefit in
things or thoughts from them in their
successful times? Be smarter than that, you who would
just wait for wealth to flow about you in this little
valley, for the piper will be paid and that will come
regardless of the druthers of those upon whom you take
and wait. I don’t even need to go outside this tiny valley
for observations about this circumstance.
It comes soon within the reality of realization that
if “they” don’t like the owner of the store-they
will
simply buy the store and fire the owner. Yes indeed,
money does have a lot of merit, and used PROPERLY
for the right purposes, can fuel the revolvement of
nations, and not an ounce of gold needs exchange-you
the big bad wolfs own imaginary image of wealth,
cards, wires and banking exchanges sans currency
actually exchanging between anyone or anything.
GOD.

TOO.

HAS

POWER
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moment in time to see and hear them as they fall and cry
out for the saving and the wailing of “I changed my
mind.” Well, when you change your soul intent, then
and only then, will you be heard in the halls of God.
God won’t go anywhere but HE only deals in INTENT
of meaning and not in the druthers of a moment in
physical experience.
How can you judge possible realizations? Well, let
us begin with the fact that there is only ONE. If, for
instance, that means there is only ONE God, only ONE
you, and only ONE realization-WHO
EXPRESSES
THE
You must understand that in
expression there are as many truths as there are individual thinking brains. So, who might be THE speaker
/of representation of a given direction? Well, it pays to
listen to the screenwriter who has writtenYOUR PLAY.
How do you discern who that ONE might be? Ah, the
great and mysterious ways of life. You must study hard
ALL YOUR LESSONS and ALL YOUR BOOKS OF
KNOWLEDGE and then discernment is easy and so,
too, is judgement of that which is called action. And
then there is discretion in presentation of all thingsdiscreet lest you blow your own cover and shelter
right off the foundation.
You who are so filled to
runover with advice about that which you are ill-geared
to present to self, and much the less to another, on
gossip or silly perceptions of media blitz, had best learn
to STUDY FACTS prior to giving out all your
advice because bad advice on the face is even worse
than dried egg or mud. But, if you ask advice or input
to then turn upon the responder is even in worse taste
because if you are going with your own opinion untouched by conference-then
you had no intent of
listening in the first place and again you look quite
untidy with the “stuff on your face.
Do NOT come to my conferences without solutions
of possible input to certain problems or choices. How
dare you go forth and blast our ideas and decisions after
failing to give input or insight when asked but wait to
have retrospective “wisdom”-well,
foxes, everyone
has
hindsight if you pay attention but it is daring
do-ers who push ahead in the face of the unknown
demons waiting to devour you at every turn. And, as to
different ideas? Well, if your old ideas were so damned
good WHY’ARE YOU AS A WORLD AND POPULATION IN SUCH TERRIBLE CIRCUMSTANCES AS
TO YOUR VERY SURVIVAL?
You, who will, just keep right on keeping on with
your knocking of our approaches and our work-and
see WHO prevails after the fog clears. If you think you
are so all-fired smart and worthy above God and Hostsfine, let us just witness and see who stands
can’t make it. REMEMBER: God wins! Oh, but you
can’t figure out if God really is here or there or anywhere? Then you haven’t studied your lessons so freely
offered-HAVE
YOU? You can go right on flipping
like the hotcake BUT, the ones who prevail are the ones
who KNOW WHEN THE CAKE IS DONE TO PERFECTION. My scribe, for instance, has NO PROBLEM
AT ALL with recognition of ME, MYSELF, OR MY
TRUTH-it
ends a lot of flopping and flipping-and
speculation. We don’t waste time on IF IT WILL-we
spend time on HOW TO MANAGE IT WHEN! Are you
so fortunate7 Are YOU fortunate enough to have a
of which you are so knowing as to have no other
focus before you as is this reality7 Then you are most
unfortunate for when any “man” stands larger than
God, there is error in perception.
Opinions are of
God for God is only TRUTH. Opin“man” -TRUTH
ions may mn into infinity of the living processes of
physical expression but STOP at the door to higher
dimensions of reality.

But doesn’t this kind of power corrupt absolutely?
Yes, it can-but NO, IT WILL NOT in this instance of
example. The power of
can always overcome the
intent of deceit, liars, cheats and criminal minds. But
you don’t like the thought that
walks with these
people? So be it, go your way in peace and envy and
JUST WATCH! If YOU have pulled others away from
THIS truth, then I suggest you get ready to run like hell
because those you pulled off this track are going to
come at you like a locomotive out of control for you will
have caused them to miss their ship of State and abundance.
get on your running shoes, you who know
who you are, for the day is at hand for the mn to begin.
STRONG
LESSONS
You who
to destroy me and mine-will
surely
lack that which you have tried so hard to steal. Is this
revenge on our parts? How so? We have DONE
E.J.. please turn this into a paper which can be
NOTHING unto these negative energies-all
we have shared for I moved from personal into teaching and you
to do is watch the rewards of like-kind flow over these all need it for I observe so many myriads of “opinions”
“thoughts” and no, it is not wrong to consider
adversaries but you know what, we won’t even waste a
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moves for self as pertain to self and persona1 attitudes
and actions.
Enjoy that which is abundant in your
activities and possibilities for remember that in the
thought process is the CREATION and without attending the personal how can ye expect to create that which
is individual and personal? That is why I suggest that
a couple-or
a family--divide up that which is worthy
unto EACH so that one does not impinge on the creative
joys of the other. Do you have no right to force your
attitudes on the other lest you spoil the independent
rewards of service of self. A couple does NOT become
ONE by anything and especially that which is called
“marriage”. Trying to force such a thing is stupid and
of evil thought force. If E.J. wishes to give unto his
children an abundance lesser or more than wished by
the spouse-then
trouble erupts, and likewise is his
oppression upon the other worthy of his, or her, attention.
Believe me, HAVING is often far more damaging
than having NOTHING for decisions are not confr&ting in the “nothing” as to gifts and choices. I suggest
always be fair and equal and then let the children make
their own errors for you weren’t so confounded smart at
their age and blew most of your opportunities or else
you would not be to HERE experiencing that which is
wisdom and gain. Sometimes it is “give abundantly
and err abundantly” but the conscience is quite clear
and guilt is not found lurking in your own spirit. Do I
expect any one of you to approve the other’s actions?
NEVER. So mind your business as if you had no input
save as another person-and
keep out of the other’s
realization.
Give it all or give NONE-but
save your
opinions to your own business40
we al1 understand
one another7
This is WHY familiarity breeds contempt. If you hire a man you do not know-he can be
anything-UNTIL
you find that he is a drunk or a thief
or a bum. You have advantage to know your family and

acquaintances?
No, not usually, for you treat them
according to your OPINION and that is usually about as
WRONG as anyone can get in his own right. And
learning from your errors is not, after all, the best
method of treating another, for your own errors exceed,
almost always, those of the offspring until you force
yours upon them. In maturity of years you lose your
ability to demand of the children for you are stuck with
your right or wrong lessons and to disallow one to have
more to “get even” is a more damaging thing to soul and
heart of the less favored than anything parents or
spouses can place upon the backs of the other. Children
and spouses (if left to themselves) are but reflections of
your own teachings and examples, whether or not you
like it, and usually YOU DO NOT and that is why one
is favored above another.
WINGS
Am I somehow a long way off the target for the day?
No indeed-it is upon you to confront these very things
right here at this keyboard and within the eyes and ears
who attend my work. And each of you will confront on
YOUR OWN terms that with which you consider to be
more attached to YOU than to the other. The “having”
can be a joy but the controlling of what another has is
a boring sure-fire way of forming total resentments and
breaking of, what WERE, friendships. And above and
beyond all-PRIVACY
IS THE WORD OF THE MOMENT AND THE DAY-if you don’t dig in another’s
garden you don’t know whether or not his carrots are
stringy or crisp. And, it is none of YOUR BUSINESS
EITHER WAY!
Now, in addition, I have told you from upstart that
we will have “nepotism”.
Why would we train our
children and our relatives and share that kind of association and not abundantly utilize that which was and
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is reasonable. Just don’t go trying to start up something
THAT NEVER EXISTED out of the puffed up chest of
success for them to witness and grovel at your feet for
a portion of a crumb to your ego satisfaction. Leave
well enough alone and let things evolve for you will
destroy the very thing for which you search by gathering all the birds back into the nest and under your feet
and care. The very point of abundance is to allow each
to flourish IN HIS OWN NEST AND FLIGHT LOCATIONS-NOT
AGAIN UNDER YOUR WINGS OF
CONTROL OR BURDEN.
And always: LET THE ONE WITHOUT ERROR
EVER BE THE ONE TO THROW THE FIRST STONE!
EVEN GOD DOES NOT DEMAND HIS PERFECTION
FROM YOU.
Are my lessons strange and pointed and seemingly
untimely? Well, they are NOT and you have to learn to
receive as well as to give-and it is often more difficult
in its reality of practice. If “I” judged you on all your
actions over these many years and lifetimes, I might
well consider that you don’t deserve a farthing, or more
than stripes from the cat-o-tails, so be a bit forgiving of
others who no longer are other than your peers and that
conception is yet to be discovered by most of you
experiencing individuals who assume a pecking order
of perceptions.
This has turned into an “anthem” instead of a
“tune”, so I will withdraw and let’s see what wondrous
things can be created today as the heart releases and
allows the mind to have freedom. Take your “opinions”
and shove them, if they impact others. When you
ALLOW chicks and birds freedom you actually give
them the roots no amount of pressure could produce.
What unlikely opportunities are offered unto you who
benefit from our realization of creating. Be generous
unto your own lest the tendency is to give to those who
will adore and idolize YOU. Herein is the secret kept
from all-the choices when right vs. ability to control
are confronted.
How many ofyou will make it through in perfection
to the end of the journey? We will see, will we not?
How many of you who will read this can even perceive
a vision beyond this moment-of
any kind? Again,
WHOSE lessons are you trying to learn, yours or those
you would foist upon with your opinions? My, my, are
the choices never ending? YES, they are without end!
But most individuals will prevent themselves from
succeeding in abundance because they will not confront
that success and stand forth and attend it well-it is far
easier to fall short and fail. And always:
OUT
WHAT YOU OFFER BACK TO GOD FROM GENUINE INTENT! In this you need not look to another or
any other-THIS
IS YOUR LIFE!
Salu and good morning.

l(SOO)NEW-GAIA
(639-4242)
a
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of the film, and said, “This is it. We’re going to go for
the gold.” The gold which he intended to seize was
Studies of the criminal mind prove that a constant Swiss gold, which reputedly had once been Nazi gold,
determinant in criminal operations is the desire for no- and prior to World War II supposedly had been “Jewtoriety, the urge to make “the biggest score in the his- ish” gold, that is gold held by Jewish people. A hasty
tory of crime”. An accompanying desire is the resolve calculation convinced the plotters that, at today’s
to set a record which no one else will ever be able to prices, this “Jewish” gold today could be valued at $71
equal, a matter of distinction which will endure in the billion, a figure arrived at by “computing” the alleged
record books. The extortion plot against the govern- value of Jewish bank accounts in Switzerland at the
ment of Switzerland seems certain to make its mark as outset of World War Il. However, Bronfman’s aides
the most ambitious scam in the history of crime. In- soon returned with the discouraging report that the
ternational in its scope, it was masterminded by the record of the claimed amounts was a much more modworld’s most resourceful confidence artists, and backed est amount, $4 million. Even more dismaying was the
that the Truman Administration
had
by limitless amounts of cash and propaganda vehicles revelation
to
a program unequalled not only for its au- promptly appointed a deputy negotiator to conclude a
treaty with Switzerland in 1946 by which the governdacity but also for the brilliance of its planning.
The caper was conceived
billionaire Edgar ment of Switzerland agreed to pay the sum of $4 milBronfman, while watching a rerun of Charlie Chaplin’s lion ($55 millions in today’s currency) as a final quitfilm,
He turned to an aide at the end claim full settlement of all claims against Switzerland
for alleged “Nazi” gold. The U.S. negotiator was not
someone who could be called insensitive to the Jewish
MORE
READINC;;
aspects of this dispute. He was Seymour J. Rubin,
Jewish, who is now an 83-year-old retired international
trade specialist living quietly in Washington.
6/25/97
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The “experts” of the World Jewish Congress refused to be deterred by the disheartening news of the
1946 settlement of these claims in full. They decided
to ignore the 1946 treaty with Switzerland, and to call
for the reopening of the claims on more “updated” research. In fact, no research could be carried out. Not
only had the alleged accounts in Swiss banks been carried as “numbered” bank accounts, by numbers rather
than by names, but
accounts had never been segregated as “Jewish” accounts, “Nazi” accounts, or by
other categories.
These accounts had been set up in
Switzerland solely because of
shrouding of these
holdings in the deepest secrecy. To “reopen” the settlement by attempting to trace accounts which
back
fifty or sixty years, and which had been established to
maintain secrecy, as the Swiss now maintained, would
impossible.
Although most conspirators would have quietly
buried their plans after these revelations, the World
Jewish Congress operators received the news as a
gauntlet thrown down to them, a challenge which they
welcomed. In fact, the Zionists have on numerous occasions achieved impressive gains by making seemingly
impossible demands. First of all, by advancing demands which cannot be met, they issue a cl-dllenge to

both their supporters and their opponents to choose
sides, and to go on record either with their support or
their opposition. It does not matter how unreasonable
the demands are; if they are completely unreasonable,
this means that their supporters agree to uphold them
even in the most preposterous claims. As for the opponents, their names also go on the record, and can be
disposed of later, by the most ruthless means. “Never
forgive; never forget”, as their motto proudly proclaims.
The Swiss government’s initial resnonse
to the de.
mands from the World Jewish Congress were firm, but
unyielding. However, they were amazed, and then terrified, by the counter-tactics which engulfed them from
the conspirators.
A worldwide media assault was
launched which denounced the Swiss, not only for
“stealing” Jewish gold, but also for alleged cooperation with the Nazi government throughout World War
Il. However, the Swiss government’s record during the
Second World War showed that its famed neutrality was
maintained, not only by the German government,
by the Allied governments as well. It suited the warring nations that a Swiss island of neutrality be observed in order to carry on negotiations and to provide
the ideal meeting ground for espionage agents of all
the powers. Britain’s famed Secret Intelligence Service had its James Bonds roaming freely throughout
Switzerland during the war. The U.S. government set
up Allen Dulles of the Office of Strategic Services with
a full-time espionage office in Switzerland from 1943
to 1945. From this redoubt, he directed a network of
American agents in Germany, many of whom established direct contacts with Nazi officials. After the
war, Dulles was rewarded by being named the head of
the new Central Intelligence Agency.

In its new assault against Switzerland, the World
Jewish Congress was ably abetted by Zionist control of
media outlets: the Meyer family at the
the Sulzbergers at
the $10 billion
Newhouse newspaper empire which controlled many
dailies throughout the United States, and their Canadian and English associates in the Hollinger and
Thomson chains, which owned hundreds of daily newspapers in the United States. Always eager to oblige,
the cover of
magazine featured a lurid gold swastika as its intellectual contribution to the battle, which
was intended to dramatize not only the “missing” Jewish gold,
also the guilt of Switzerland as a Nazi
collaborator.
The World Jewish Congress, after the shock of the
initial $71 billion claim against Switzerland had
abated, scaled its demands quickly down to a mere S7
billion. Rumors were put forth that this demand would
most likely be finalized at S500 million; Bronfman
intimated that he would refuse to go lower than this
“modest” figure. This would still be a very handsome
settlement for claims amounting to S4 million, which
had been paid in full in a final settlement negotiated
by the United States government in 1946.
Swiss government officials went into shock as the
great gold heist proceeded according to schedule. After denouncing the plot as “extortion” and intimidation, the Swiss were met by Bronfman’s hard line. He
announced that there would be a worldwide boycott of
Swiss banks in the financial markets, which could very
well result in the “disestablishment” of Switzerland as
a financial power. Panicked by this prospect, the Swiss
officials suddenly became propitiatory.
They announced various plans for “investigating” the claims,
promised to set up “humanitarian” funds, and made
other amazing concessions, amazing in view of the fact
that a group of determined attackers
launched their
conspiracy without any evidence that anybody in Switzerland owed them anything.
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paranoid person who should be institutionalized
at
once, before he becomes a greater threat to society.
Once safely in the hands of Zionist psychiatrists, the
The effrontery of these demands was considered
offender can be given drugs and electric shock
not at all extraordinary by the claimants because of treatment,
and his brain lobotomized,
the lobes
their long history of such operations. The great gold governing decisionmaking and memory removed by
heist was but the latest chapter in a long list of radical surgery, so that he will no longer interfere with
excessive
demands levied against governments
the program. Since he is now permanently insane, no
throughout
the world. Few people outside of the one will pay any attention to him. Those who join in
conspiracy had any inkling that this was a typical the World Jewish Congress’ mad race for power are
Talmudic operation, designed to further a plan of hailed as great statesmen. At the present time, our
worldwide conquest and expropriation,
whose long greatest statesman is Senator Al D’ Amato of New York.
sought goal was to seize all
But, we might well
the wealth of the world. By
observe, D’Amato is
“all”, the Talmudists meant
not even Jewish. He
exactly that; there would be
is not Jewish, but he
On April 14, 1997, the Central
no exceptions. As the
is totally dependent
stated in its issue
on Jewish campaign
Rabbinical Court of the United
of March 26, 1937:
his
funds
for
States received a legal complaint
“It is by means
of
upcoming re-election
Freemasonry
that the Jew,
bid. In return for his
from the World Council of Orthowho is a Jew by birth and
spearheading
the
Jewish Communities charging
race, will rule the Universe,
great gold heist from
with the Crown (Rether) on
Switzerland through
Bronfman with misrepresentation
his head, and the Kingdom
his
office
in
(Malkutuh) of the world at his
Washington,
and mismanagement in his drive to
feet.” Non-Jewish members
D’Amato stands to
collect funds for “survivors”. The
of the Masonic lodges seem to
reap millions
in
ignore the fact that the motto
Jewish contributions
complaint states that “survivors
of Freemasonry is to return
for his re-election.
will be fortunate to receive any
all the wealth of the world to
According
to R.J.
King Solomon’s Temple in
Moravek,
D’Amato
amount from the billions extorted
Jerusalem.
This is why the
agreed to use his
Rothschilds
financed
the
Washington post as
by the World Jewish Congress.”
Jewish “return” to Palestine
chairman
of the
during
the
nineteenth
Banking
Senate
century, and why they are
Committee to throw
considered the patron saints of the State of Israel today. the entire weight of the United States government
Jacob Rothschild
with a single gift financed the behind the extortion plot against Switzerland.
The
building of the entire Knesset or Parliament building.
Clinton White House has cooperated in the extortion
Rothschild
Avenue sweeps past it; the Rothschild
plot by issuing a 200-page “Eizenstat Report” under
Museum is nearby. In reality, the State of Israel is the official
imprimatur
of the United States
little more than a private colony of the house of government, which claims that the Swiss confiscated
Rothschild,
financed by many billions of dollars
the Jewish gold. Eizenstat was formerly secretary for
extorted from the United States taxpayers each year. Jewish affairs in the Carter White House. He has
Anyone who questions this extortion is denounced as always been a loyal Zionist wheelhorse in Washington.
an “antisemite”, and soon finds it impossible to obtain
The “Eizenstat Report” ignores the facts, which are
employment anywhere in the United States.
easily verifiable. In 1939, more than $250 million in
As David Ben-Gurion, one of the founders of the Jewish accounts in Switzerland was transferred to
State of Israel, boasted in
Feb. 16, accounts in the United States. In April 1941, President
1962, “The United Nations will build a Shrine of the Franklin D. Roosevelt “froze” these funds, claiming
Prophets to serve the federated union of all the that they were really German accounts. After World
continents; this will be the site of the Supreme Court War II, a mere $500,000 was returned by the United
of Mankind, to settle all controversies
among the States government to Jews claiming these accounts.
federated continents.”
The rest of the $250 million was spent by the Roosevelt
Seen in this context, the great gold heist is but a Administration.
logical plan in the overall program to return all the
wealth of the world to King Solomon’s Temple in
Jerusalem.
Dominated by Masons, the courts in the
United States and European nations are already a
‘Supreme Court” of the Masonic Order, existing solely
to promote the transfer of wealth to the conspirators.
Remember
the propaganda
that Supreme Court
Today, Swiss citizens have been infuriated by the
decisions are “the law of the land”. Previously, the abject acceptance
of the World Jewish Congress
was the demands by Swiss officials. The Swiss political party,
law of the land. No more. All of its provisions are ASIN, held a huge rally in Bern headed by Christopher
subject to review and “new interpretations”
by the Blocher.
Another Swiss patriot, Arnold Roller,
Masons on our Supreme Court, which is but the declared,
“Never
in this century
has Swiss
forerunner
of the real Supreme Court which, Ben independence and neutrality been so threatened, The
Gurion informs us, is to be set up at the real seat of Central Bank and the federal government are too weak
power, in Jerusalem.
to fight off this blackmail.”
There is now a strong “anti-government”
movement throughout Switzerland to replace its craven
officials with genuine Swiss patriots. Americans can
take heart from the fact that, in this worldwide
Anyone who sounds the alarm at this, program, conspiracy,
there are still pockets of resistance.
which seems well on its way to completion by the year Meanwhile, the media proclaims in the United States
2000, its announced time table, is denounced in the that to be “anti-government”
means that you are a
media and by government officials as a “wacko”, a Timothy McVeigh seeking to blow up government
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buildings. The answer to this falsehood is that we are
loyal Americans trying to fight off subversion of our
government by arrogant outsiders.
Bronfman has
boasted that he brought the mighty DuPont family to
their knees. Today, he holds the controlling interest
in the DuPont factories.
In the Jewish community, there is growing concern
that Bronfman’s drive to collect billions from the Swiss
has little to do with Jewish affairs and much to do with
his own personal ambitions.On April 14, 1997, the
Central Rabbinical Court of the United States received
a legal complaint from the World Council of Orthodox
Jewish Communities
charging
Bronfman
with
misrepresentation and mismanagement in his drive to
collect funds for “survivors”. The complaint states that
“survivors will be fortunate to receive any amount from
the billions extorted by the World Jewish Congress.”

Another blow to the Bronfman conspiracy appeared
in a feature story in the Sunday New
May
25, 1997, by Francis X. Clines.
The headline is “Wartime Envoy on Nazi Gold
Bristles at Hindsight”. It is an extensive interview with
Seymour J. Rubin, who finalized the original treaty
with the Swiss government in 1946 which settled
claims of the “Nazi gold”. Mr. Rubin said of the
treaty’s enactment,
“There never was any great
controversy at all.” He continues, “The accusation now
that we pooped out in a basic blunder on the part of
Mr. Truman seems to me pandering to Al D’Amato and
maybe the Jewish organizations as well. Basically, I
think Mr. Eizentstat took a look at what the public
pressures are and then decided that one of the things
he could do was fault the U.S. delegation back in 1946. n
As a government official still working at the age
of 83, Mr. Rubin noted that he
been working in
Washington since 1939. He might have raised the
question as to why Stuart Eizenstat, now an Under
Secretary of Commerce under President Clinton, was
essentially interfering in what would normally be a
State Department operation. Of course he would not
be criticized by Clinton’s Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright, who, after being appointed as the first woman
to hold this prestigious position, suddenly discovered
For five years previously,
that she was Jewish.
numerous published stories about her background had
pointed out that she was Jewish. She claimed that she
never read them. Certainly she would throw no
obstacles in the path of a fellow-Jew, Stu Eizenstat,
who was using his official U.S. government office to
carry on a conspiracy for the World Jewish Congress

And what of the head of the World Jewish
Congress, Edgar Bronfman, the mastermind of the
assault on the Swiss government? The great gold heist
is a titting climax to the history of the Bronfman family.
The Bronfman family history is illuminated by an
important new book,
and
Mobster, by Albert Fried. This work was dramatized
on the Arts and Entertainment television network on
May 28, 1997. Fried points out that Jews were
persuaded to go into the illicit liquor business by a wellknown entrepreneur in New York, Arnold Rothstein.
His youthful proteges included such rising Jewish stars
as Meyer Lansky, Bugsy Siegel, and Gurrah Shapiro.
Rothstein
strayed
from
his own
However,
recommendations when he realized that there was much
~~~_~_
~~~-~~-,in
~~~dooe.
acre In
more
monev
I state on
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p. 170:
“Although
Rothstein was widely known as a
gambler, this was a cover for his rise to eminence as
Mr. Big of the U.S. drug trade. After he was shot in
1928, Louis Lepke, head of Murder Inc., confiscated
over g5 million worth of heroin from Rothstein’s hotel
room.”
When Prohibition became the law of the land in
the United States, Rothstein’s proteges needed a source
outside of thee United States to supply their goods.
They found it in the Bronfman family of Canada, which
became known as the Canadian end of the notorious
“Reinfeld Syndicate”, which controlled the flow of
illicit booze into the United States. Sammy Bronfman
had begun his career as a hotel operator in Canada.
His Frontier Hotel was little more than a house of
23, 1997
In going over his books, he found that he
prostitution.
of Spotlight
was making more money from the drinks served to his
The American “free press” is keeping secrets about
customers than he was collecting from his prostitutes.
“Nazi gold” in Switzerland, and the Swiss know it.
He resolved to go into the liquor business, a decision
Exclusive to the
by Georgory Douglas:
which ultimately made his family one of the five richest
On May 27, a syndicated article written by Jim
in the world. Detroit became the principal port of entry Hoagland of the
appeared in news[of booze] into the United States. Fried says that at caners across the United States.
the peak of the profession, fifty thousand people were
The thrust of the article “Mining the Lessons of
engaged in the bootlegging business in Detroit, almost Nazi Gold”, is that the wicked Swiss dealt with the
as many as were manufacturing cars and
A equally wicked government of the Third Reich during
native Detroiter, Moe Dali&, had become a lifelong the course of the Second World War and during the
criminal at the age of 14, organizing the Purple Gang course of its mendacious dealings, garnered large
to burn out competitors of his father’s dry cleaning
amounts of gold which, as we are now being repeatbusiness. After moving the bootlegging operations to edly told, belongs to Holocaust survivors. This gold,
Cleveland, he ran the Cleveland Syndicate for years. according to all the organs of the American media, is
He left only after realizing that Bugsy Siegel had still sequestered in Swiss
discovered a gold mine in Las Vegas. He had Siegel vaults and should, by all
assassinated,
and his henchman, Gus Greenbaum,
rights, be given to the heirs
walked into the Flamingo Hotel and snarled, “We’re of Holocaust victims.
taking over.” Moe Dali&. reigned as the boss of Las
The vehicle used by
Vegas for forty years. When he died, the New
Hoagland and his fraternity
hailer? him as a “great philanthropist”,
citing of professional wailers is a
his many contributions to Jewish organizations such long report released by
as the Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith.
Stuart
Eizenstat,
U.S.
undersecretary
of commerce.
This report is
lauded as “skillful” and a
“potent force in internaFaced with the Talmudic demands from the group tional affairs today”.
which intended
to seize the wealth of
The statement is made
the entire world, the Swiss found themselves almost that Messers Eizenstat and
helpless.
Having been legitimate businessmen for his
mentor,
William
centuries, they had no experiences which would enable Clinton, should goad not
them to deal with Murder Inc. They faced not only the only the Swiss but all other
power of the Bronfman
bootleg billions,
now neutral governments who
legitimized as the great Seagram Liquor corporation,
ever had business dealings
but also the power of the World Jewish Congress and with the Third Reich to
the principal media outlets of the world, which were make some kind of payment
its captive
wholly-owned
propagandists.
to Holocaust survivors reCondemned as “Nazi collaborators” by the international
gardless of whether these
propagandists, the Swiss have no means of recourse.
survivors
had money in
With the full power of the entire United States
Swiss, Swedish, Spanish or
government employed to legitimize the false claims of Portuguese banks.
the World Jewish Congress, the Swiss seem unwilling
No doubt Clinton, himeven to cite the definitive settlement of 1946, which, self a peerless example of
according to worldwide contract law, was a final high moral values and persettlement of all such claims and agreed to by all the sonal character, will be excontracting parties. Now the United States portrays
pected to force the world’s
itself to the world as a foolish prostitute who claims, banking systems to contrib“I didn’t get enough money for my morals when I sold ute billions to the efforts of
myself to the World Jewish Congress.” We can only Eizenstat, Edgar Bronfman
hope that the Swiss people will rise up to deny this of the World Jewish Conextortion, and will sweep out its craven officials, who gress (WJC) and their offrare a1I too eager to comply with the most outrageous
cial
U.S.
government
demands of the Talmudists. It is a well known fact in spokesman, Sen. Alfonse
the criminal world that when you pay off a blackmailer,
D’Amato (R-N.Y.),
it is only the first installment. How much will the Swiss heads the Senate Banking
be forced to pay before they acknowledge the nature of Committee.
It should be
their enemy’?
noted that, before forming
on
a symbiotic
partnership
on page 2, The News Desk. It seems
with the Bronfman group,
D ’Amato spent enormous
amounts of the taxpayers’

Swiss
&

1

money in a fruitless public relations
bious business activities of the sitting president
his vulpine wife.

duand

L

In spite of all the alleged efforts put into the production of the Eizenstat
report,
somehow the
undersecretary managed to overlook the overriding fact
that the great bulk of Jewish funds deposited in Swiss
banks prior to 1945 had been sent by the Swiss to the
United States for safekeeping, just after the outbreak
of WWII in Europe, There are many documents in the
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U.S. archives that also prove beyond a doubt that in
1941, the U.S. government, acting on specific orders
of President Franklin Roosevelt, froze these identified
Jewish assets, which amounted to more than $250 million, and of which the United States reluctantly returned only $500,000 after the end of the war.
A logical person might well wonder how the Swiss
can return assets which were not looted by the Germans or themselves, but by FDR, fighter for freedom
and beau ideal of the ultra-left in the United States
and the Soviet Union.

The bosses of the American mainstream media are
fully aware of this wholesale theft because the documents covering it are readily available in U.S. archives
and have been repeatedly consulted over the past several years by members of the same media that is now
screeching for the evil Swiss to please send billions in
gold to Bronfman’s private club. As usual, the media
enjoys hoisting
flabby bulk up onto a creaking
hobby-horse called “Moral Issues” and chanting whatever message their publishers and ideological friends
hand to them.
Though the facts at issue might be at direct variance to the moralistic squealings now seen in print and
watched on television, the U.S. media cares not one
whit. At one time, the American press-and later television-were
the only means by which the public were
informed about the world and national affairs. The
media could be easily controlled and directed by the
governmental bureaucracy and their supporters and the
only messages that
public received were such views
as were acceptable to
who directed the messages.
With the fortunate advent of an alternative media, this
monopoly of news
begun to atrophy but members
of the mainstream media are so arrogant and so ignorant of reality that they go on their way lecturing their
readers and viewers as if they were actually believed
and respected.
They pontificate at every opportunity on their favorite foods, media and sports heroes and their owner’s
political views. Possessed of a purulent itch to be noticed and a misguided sense of self-importance, these
intellectually empty drums have made a good deal of

...

Bank director
inter-

unwelcome noise in decades past. Their self-esteem
blinds them to
fact that their noise and arrogance
is now generally ignored and their advice rejected.
In this case, the shrill, ideological and arrogant
mouthing have had a decidedly negative impact on
those very persons upon whom the moral avatars of
U.S. political-and
economic-life
desire to control,
the citizens of Switzerland. They, it should be noted,
must approve by public referendum, the expenditure
bv their government of the billions of dollars in specious repkations demanded by the American media to
nourish their friends and constituents. The outflow of
mendacious,
unprincipled
and fictitious
sewage
dumped with glee on the Swiss nation has resulted,
not in a frantic desire on Switzerland’s part to empty
the vaults of their banking system into the pockets of
the few, but in a very strong and entirely united desire
to do uuite the opuosite.
Among othe; inconvenient facts suppressed by the
e.
media are those that prove tnat many prominent members of the American business and political commu-

nity did a remarkable amount of lucrative business with
the despised Nazi government throughout the course
of WWII, mostly through the financial institutions of
the Swiss.
Although
Swiss are noted for their protective
secrecy concerning the nature of their depositors,
should
grow tired enough of
rising tide of vicious and fictive attacks leveled against them, it might
be most interesting if they opened their books to all
and sundrv and allowed the world to see just who dealt
with Hitler and for how much in Third Reich gold.
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a living society, yea even unto pollution and physical
damage, as to meritbeing banned for USC
underground filler.
People who have great wealth and wish to do some
humanitarian GOOD in this old tired world, while
gaining power over the now fuel-driven brokers of such
as a New World Order, based upon gathering up ail the
mineral assets and properties in the world, would turn
to backing our own movements forward in our small
and tiny efforts to salvage a vestige of food supplies and
power production without oil as the world recognizes
the New World Order’s black control over a world.
LIGHT will rule the world and oil will go back to its
dank underground, leaving huge behemoths in skeletal
remains all over your beautiful globe and requiring
untold years of reclamation to be able to utilize those
areas of landmass.
Am I suggesting the world turn totally to such as
nuclear power production? No, and what would that
gain? You drive around in perfectly terrible machines
gulping gasoline and crude and producing incredible
pollution to everything in range of the spewing defecation systems.
Those who would buy up the fuel companies in
order to stop the great
would better and more
intelligently focus on the obvious: the new technology,
if permitted to gradually emerge from its enforced
hiding places.
Yesterday I wrote privately on this very topic. I
spoke of many opportunities and then spoke about the
TVA (Tennessee Valley Authority) and was entertained by the reception as if we would tackle the biggest
“Authority” in the world, the scam operation of the
Tennessee Valley Authority.
No, I don’t war with
anyone such as one corrupt power company or another.
I was amused, however, when less than 24 hours latir

Follow
The66Powern
Plays
For
.

TOO

arming ail sorts of unapproved (by the Bilderbergers,
CFR, and
Arab world) entities.

MUCH

We sit to write and the myriad of material on
various topics is too much to sort as to importance. We
have lists of subjects demanding comment from me and
there is such a diversity of happenings which
own
rights to full papers and not just a few lines in a
comment section.
You have
Bilderbergers,
Kissinger
and
Rockefeller demanding that “we” arm Red China. Aren’t
implications of survival failure of places such as
Taiwan already enough to frighten a world? How is it
that we find the same characters inserting themselves
into EVERYTHING and everywhere?
Well, yes indeed, there are some people THEY DO NOT CONTROL. Unfortunately, those few wealthy and stronger
people are disallowed
full extent of recognized
valid information.
How soon can you expect a meltdown of
international money system? Obviously, soon, but does that
mean YOU have to go with it? I don’t see

But you

AND OF COURSE,
THE OIL
Have you noticed that if it isn’t gold as focus, it is
oil? As we write, major things are taking place over oil
flow, pipelines and delivery resources for oil from
Alaska to Kazakhstan.
And no, I don’t jest. When
supplies are denied some locations, and whole countries are closed out of ability to survive over pipeline
routings, you have serious consequences coming down
those pipelines.
In May, in Moscow, members of the Caspian Pipeline Consortium (CPC) finalized financing for a 1,500kilometer pipeline to transport oil from the Tengiz
field in Kazakhstan,to the Russian Black Sea port of
Novorossiysk.
Participants
included
Russia,
Kazakhstan and Oman, plus the international firms
24%,
19%,
Mobil Oil 7.596, Oryx 1.7596, the
venture 12.5Y0, British Gas and

a
tell what is happening if you just

a
joint
[QUOTING:]

2%

65
a

media

2000, 140
2012.

25
100
2005,

170

a
a

a
a

a
5,

up of representatives
oil lie. You are caused by

*

power-brokers to focus on
a
FACTS ARE, YOU HAVE ALREADY GQT NONFOSSIL POWERPRODUCTION CAPqBlLITlES.
Oil
is
an illusion as to
no
need the oil as it is produced except for political power.
1
all of you
ability to integrate systems to allow for
a lessening need for crude and more time to merge
directions.
B.S., don’t you
yet realize that oil is a fully RENEWABLE resource?
The orobiem is that it is so costiv in everv franment of

from the seven

would run the non-power pr 3jects TVA would be
dumping.
Corps of Engineers could do so; rut committee members
ther.1
the old 9hell game” in full fIov cr.1
Rep. Bob Clement (D-Tenn.) a former TVA board
member, in response to Croweii, asked, “Do your reaiize the significance of what you did?” According to the
Clement explained that Congressional oPPonents of the TVA have used Croweli’s Proposal, to
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further their arguments that it should be completely
privatized. In response to the criticism, Croweli said
that there would have to be some compromise on his
proposal, but he was not withdrawing it. Crowell has
also implemented manpower and other cuts at the TVA,
trying to prove how “efficient” the authority is.
[END OF QUOTING]
UTILITY

“DEREGULATION”,
MORE
CHAOS

So, what is all this “deregulation” stuff? Well, a
farce as usual but interesting to say the least. Let us
look at California for instance. In some instances 50%
of fossil-fuel generation systems will have to be divested by the reigning utility companies.
And oh, by the way, inquiring minds who return in
memory to our discussion of yesterday: The way you
pay off debt by mothbailing fuel-burning facilities is
TO PURCHASE CHEAPER POWER FROM COAL
BURNING OPERATORS SUCH AS FOUND IN UTAH.
Remember, the game is MONEY, not effective ways to
better power a society. So be it. If you hold the power
distribution network, you can bypass any producer of
electricity for cheaper electricity and run everyone else
out of business unless they have an even cheaper way to
produce. And therein lies the magic and mystery of
how to solve problems of this type. I would suggest Mr.
Martin begin to make some inroads on introduction of
myself to some extent when he speaks on these matters
and YES, indeed, he WILL SPEAK ABG JT THIS
TOPIC VERY SOON NOW. I don’t believe, however,
it is going to be comfortable for him and I can handle
it nicely-even
without meetings. He will not get eggon-face-syndrome-these
people with whom he now

speaks are intelligent and have intelligence capabilities and they will FIND ME IN CATEGORY A-6 OF
ABOVE-TOP-SECRET FILES EXCEPT THAT1 HAVE
BEEN PROMOTED TO AN EVEN HIGHER SECURITY LEVEL AS THAT INFORMATION BECAME
PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE.
So, am I a Little Gray Alien? No, I am a very tall
and normal-looking alien, utilizing the definition YOU
USE for both “alien” and “normal”.
And no, I do NOT play around in UFOs of any kind.
My transportation systems are QUITE EASILY IDENAm I serious about cleaning up your playpen7 Yes
indeed. Your “playpen” is NOT YOURS; it is Creator’s
and you were allowed to use it to secure your growth
years in ability to function in the universal arena. YOU
HAVE FAILED THE COURSE AND BLEW YOUR
EXAMINATION FOR GRADUATION. You are now
dealing with two commodities in possible recovery use,
one is without any color so is BLACK in both appearante and negative presentation-FOSSIL
STUFF! The
other is the epitome of ail light-LIGHT-which
is
unlimited unless you blow up your world and produce a
dark shroud from your other black products.
Ah, but you just can’t bring self to believe I might
be “real”? Do you believe in God? Hummnn, how many
times have you met the physical expression of GOD?
Could it be YOU don’t know everything there is to
know? You can only know what you have been trained
to believe, NOT KNOW.
And, if money is your only game, there will be
zillions of SSS to be harvested through the little period
of transition into better methods of production. Cheaper
power, electricity, still needs transportation through
that network of power lines and delivery systems-at
the least, during the remainder of the life expectancy of

power lines and meters. Your population of citizens
also continues to need jobs and income, so you don’t
want to destroy the very balance mandated for a healthy
society. People, ANARCHY is the worst outcome of
good-intentioned patriots.
What about alternative energy production such as
windmills and solar systems? Fine, but guess what, a
windmill at best has only some 15 years maximum of
capability of machinery function. In wind parks all
over there are now dead machines dotting the high
country. And, the power purchase by the utilities is not
paying for the replacement or repairs to these old,
dying machines.
If the utilities as recognized can’t
afford their own production costs-then you have to be
prepared to demand less income if you take over one of
the crippled systems. Deregulation ALWAYS comes
when the equipment and systems are totally bankrupt in
every way you can fathom.
How long can underselling electricity manage to
keep the market down? As long as required to own the
entire system. No indeed, to the wealthy of the globeyou do NOT need to buy oil companies to gain control,
but I am not going to speak of it further, here. Sometimes opportunities come along and are for the very
purpose of sucking in major players and distracting
them long enough to cause them to lose their status in
the game. BE CAUTIOUS and make sure this gets to
appropriate parties, please.
Perhaps a mid-way meeting place could be considered by players in alternative games, say a nice respite
or vacation weekend or weekday in Las Vegas where
some players can visit their money as well, in the
security of “guilt city”. Why don’t you nice people ever
take time to smell those roses along your pathway7
Dharma says she wants some of those nine-foot
guards from the Nation of Islam who guarded Cochran
and Simpson. Why? You have nine-and-a-half-foot
guards on duty around the clock! Furthermore, we
don’t just keep you safe-we demand that you use your
head, stay within the law of either side, and pay attention.
I want you nice students to THINK. Those old
fossil-fueled generation plants are like the proverbial
“albatross” about thine necks. So, you have to be a bit
creative in your approach to such acquisitions for, as is,
they are NOT worthy of much attention.
Utilized
properly they are the proverbial goldmine. You can
out-smart the adversary, but don’t try to just outshrewd
and outclever the old boys. Are the big guys going to
lie to you about the plants? Which “big guys”? If you
are talking about utility companies and government
agencies-OF
COURSE. But, to make inroads in acceptable locations, and then utilize the technology,
makes a lot of sense. Let us say Taiwan, with ail its
problems with China, could, if they chose, set forth an
entire direction for and of energy supply and utilize
intelligent acquisition of facilities for cheap output of
power. Taiwan, for instance, is already under heavy
threat from China, and when China is even stronger
through the Bankster’s backing, it will fall for it will
have nothing to sustain it. A new power resource other
than oil could save it, as well as the world as a whole,
before the “battle” is over. Who do YOU know in
Taiwan? It is a very good and valid question that
should not be overlooked by anyone wishing humanitarian service.
So, what of the gold such as in Swiss banks’? [See
on
Do you
mean that LIE7 Oh well, people, perhaps tomorrow we
will reference that little game of charades while the
Bank of International Settlements folds. The Swiss
bankers don’t have to accept this guff from anyone-if
they would just utilize that which is available for their
use. When D’Amato and Bronfman can rule the world
and turn nothing into billions of SS, you have problems
far bigger than a paragraph of commenting. Are these
my favorite subjects7 No, but I find they are most
important to you-the-people to stop your misperceptions
and foolish actions.
Saiu.
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Do you just “live with” this problem? Yes, but it is
wise to
whatever makes you FEEL better. You will
note in non-typical asthma attacks, the mucous production is around, predominantly, the cough reflex areas.
This alone is debilitating and most irritating.
Do we have access to such Trumpet Tree Leaves? I
suppose,
a funny thing has happened on the way to
the forum: People stop taking that which heals after
they become bored with it. Colloids are a mandatory
item and yet we note a major decrease in all products
movement. You can’t get the drias and drianas anywhere else, and yet that too is a dwindling-use commodity. That is fine because we have never been in
competition, really, with anyone in the incredible and
foolish world of the health-care INDUSTRY. Will we
get more involved? Yes, but not until a lot of garbage
has been collected from our plates.
Can I get our team to create a decoction of this
After an asthma attack it is noted that the party product? Yes, if you want it, but we are weary of
with the asthma will have complaints of stiff necks, creating and then only-facing the myriads of enemy
sore neck and shoulder, as well as breathing muscles, attacks. Your health, goad or bad, is your business and
aching in the joints and overall lack of oxygen distribu- I can only offer assistance. I find that when speaking
tion. There will be muscle cramps, blue fingernails and of health that even the term is misused. You can have
lips, and coughing spasms as the lungs try to clear good health or bad health or anything in between-but
themselves. It is certainly frightening if nothing else. to pray for “health” is so non-specific that it is often
What brings on”chronic asthmatic” attacks7 Many recognized that intent within is actually for “poor”
things, but one is suffering the bite of a very offending health. People emotionally control others and produce
bee or bug. In our own experience, the bites of a couple a kind of tyranny through their “helplessness” of “poor”
of Cone-Nosed Beetles reward the victim with ongoing health. God is certainly not going to spoil your game
attacks of allergen surges and this will actually last a of “getcha” by taking away your only tool to attentionlifetime. The interesting thing about these common getting. [See this week’s writing ~JJAscended Musfer
on
19,
an
on
bug bites is that some people show no reaction particularly annoying, while others might well die on the spot.
to
It is not typical injection of such as bee-sting but is
quite different in its makeup and causes a terrible
INSIDE reaction along nerves and can only be counThe next thing that happens is the never-ending
tered by immediate antihistamine treatment.
What happens is that, however, as time passes, the things a surgeon can find to remove from a body, and
lungs are compromised as well as the heart muscle as you come back afterwards wondering why you can’t get
the nerves respond to various bits of toxic residuals. well, or you develop some “other” malady. People:
Hands and limbs may well “tingle” annoyingly, and once, for instance, the kidneys are removed, you don’t
cough reflexes are constantly irritated. Is this SERI- have adrenal glands or ability to handle waste ant’ urea
OUS? Yes, extremely serious and lots of people who buildup. If GOD PUT IT THERE-it is a necessary part
have “asthma” as thgr’simply refer to it-are suffering of your body, and without “it” the old machine is
a lot more complicated reactions to other component compromised!
irritants. Diseases of microbe cause are then very, very
But yes, I will ask our research team to get some
s&ious for the system is already compromised and stuff and conjure a pot of brewed decoction and we have
presents a good place for a microbe nursery.
Colloids are your “miracle” substance
of choice and I suggest you just keep at the
long-and-trying duration of the symptoms.
Especially use some GOLD COLLOID in
your cup because, as with the Trumpet Treegold is the prize.

Summer
BugProtection
AndOther
Health
Matters
6/29/97 #l
THE

HATONN

TRUMPET

TREE

So, what would I rather speak about? Oh, things
like decoctions of trumpet tree leaves as an instant
treatment for rheumatism AND ASTHMA. There is
gold (literally) in them-thar trees. You can find these
special trees in places like French Guiana where they
are called
cannon (“cannon wood”). It also grows
in Jamaica and Martinique.
How interesting that even the U.S. Department of
Agriculture in its more hidden library states:
The decoction of trumpet tree leaves is a
magnificent
anti-rheumatic
which always
results in a happy solution of that most difficult
disease.
A few days of use are ordinarily
enough to achieve a complete cure, almost
always free from relapse.
Ah, but what about asthma? Well, people, asthma
and rheumatism are far more alike than you might at
first consider. What is “rheumatism”7 Well, listen to
the description of “asthma”: Asthma occurs when linings of lungs’ bronchial airways become
OR
SWOLLEN, usually due to allergies, illness or. cold
These airways carry oxygen to the Blood.
weather.
Newer drugs that treat the attacks are designed+to,open
the airways and exit the body-leaving
few& side
effects.
Four main ways asthma attacks block airways:
Mucus secretion increase.
Muscles “twitch”.
Blood vessels widen in allergic reactions.
Airways become
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several parties upon which to test it adequately and
perhaps make it available for your use. With bubonic
plague and Hantavirus on the upsurge again this summer, you need something badly and quickly if you are to
ward off the attackers.
I again suggest you get netted covers, especially for
babies, and netted patio Sun shelters, and USE THEM.
I even suggest for you more vulnerable people-get
“No-see-‘em” suits, and when you go out camping or
patio-ing, USE THEM. Mosquitos have capability of
carrying almost all known microbes and cross-infect
with every known disease, especially blood diseases.
But you feel silly? God forbid you live and be considered “silly”. Macho is not the consideration herestayin’ alive is the focus.
Can we get a resource for the “no-see-‘em” suits?
Yes, but it would take investigation and you could help
by doing that research and informing our readers of
what you find. I fully expect the “no-see-‘em” variety
of netting because most net is simply not small enough
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to keep the real army of insects of near-microbe sizeOUT. Did you ever consider that those “space suits”
depicted in olden times might well have been bugrepellant protection gear? If you can get a swarm of
flying blood-suckers infected, you can wipe out a world.
That “wipe-out” is no longer in foreign jungles-those
critters now infest your very back patio and can come
right through most of your screens. Netting, however,
is effective in most instances, so make your canopies
netted and not just Sun shades. If you camp or RV
travel, get a couple of these canopies and USE THEM.
You need shelter from the Sun AND shelter from the
insects. If you lay a floor of some kind and berm the
sides and entry, you will be ok. I have spoken of this for
several years now and I note all you who went ape to get
screened shelters, covers, and tents have packed them
away and just get more citronella, etc. No-see-‘ems
carry far more annoyance and trouble than mosquitos
and they love citronella.
They are, in fact, in some
resistant areas, attracted to citronella.

I’m sorry, World.
things-YOU
DID.
OTHER

I didn’t produce the dastardly

DEFENSES

When we can fund projects one of the product lines
will be to carry these things I recommend at the best
possible cost available-this,
from tents with netting,
to suits of the proper-sized netting. If you have easilyset-up canopies without need of tent-stakes, it only
takes a minute or two to get them up and secure them.
If you are just having lunch, then you don’t need all the
extras for it takes a while for the insects to locate their
meal of blood-sucking variety upon which to feast. But
if you are going to be out for much longer than half an
hour, utilize some method of plugging entry ways.
Sometimes around the bottom, instead of berming, just
put a layer of netting secured with clothespins. No big
deal, but an ounce of prevention is far, far wiser these
days than all that pound of cure you ask for.
If you are working in the fields, you are going to be
annoyed by insects, but they usually are more bothersome at evening time, etc. However, some net covering
for the head and- face, especially the moist eyes, is
extremely useful and gives comfort from gnats and
other moisture-hunting buggers. This becomes especially important as the yellow jackets and bees get more
and more aggressive.
Can we rid the fields of such bothers? Yes, but it is
going to come along with frequency devices which
repel the nasty insects, while allowing the bees to go
about their work in happiness. You want HAPPY bees,
my friends, but you are breeding aggressive insects.
This is just too much of a bother7 Fine, but you
want “bother”? Just get Hantavirus-that
usually is a
real bother; but, the time of bother is usually very
short-like
some 24 hours at worst.
I note that there are even netting overlays for patio
table umbrellas so that, at the least, if you are cooking
out or dining out-you CAN get shelter, even over the
cook at the grill. Don’t be foolish and DARE MOTHER
NATURE for it is not too wise most of the time.
If, in addition, you find the suits of which I speakget them larger than you expect to “fit” for you want the
netting AWAY from the skin or the little nasties will
simply put their proboscis right through the netting and
set up the feasting.
In addition, shift the netting
frequently to disturb any early diners. You might well
wish to spray the netting itself with repellant.
I certainly did not intend to take the time for these
somewhat seemingly trivial matters, but if we don’t
attend some of the trivial aspects of living-there
won’t be any people left to experience living.
Thank you for the morning and may we all live long
enough to get to use our growing knowledge and wisdom. Salu.
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Hilarion:BeingWellThrough
EffortingToward
WellBeing
#7

Journal

Good evening and thank you for sitting
to write for many who enquire by petition
that they might help
their brothers
more
effectively. I am Master
Hilarion, come in the
Light
of
Creator
Source.
I am most
closely associated with
the Emerald (green)
of
Creator’s
Ray
Spectral Expression.
Take a moment to find
peace
within
your
Heart.
Many these days
have what they label as “health” concerns of
the physical. Health is! Health is neither good
nor bad, it simply IS. What many actually ask
for (and many others only give lip service to,
for reasons of sustained attention-getting) is a
state of “well being” over that of illness or
unbalance.

physical you) manifest (create) your own reality
AT ALL TIMES.
You ones will say, “I do NOT want to
feel sick!” But at the same time you will
dwell upon (pump energy into) the feeling
of sickness, and for most it will last until
you either get bored enough or distracted
enough to stop dwelling upon that which
is causing the unbalanced
state.
Likewise, illness is often utilized by
you ones as a tool for getting the attention
of others and keeping that attention focus
as something
to fill perceived voids of
loneliness.
In this case, you don’t really
“want” your health to be in balance.
Rather, focus your thoughts upon that
which brings forth inner fulfillment and not
upon that which
causes you to get
upset or frustrated.
You can try to carry
the burden of an
family,
entire
country,
or even
planet, if you wish.
But I will
here and now that
your reason for
coming
physical experience
at this time
NOT to alleviate another’s responsibility. It is,
in fact, to learn to become a more responsible
co-creator, ultimately with the One who created
you.

met with the negative responses that are so
common these days, you ones are left feeling
somewhat frustrated and drained.
In this drained or fatigued (low-energy and
low-frequency) state, you are most vulnerable
to the influences of the adversarial forces. This
is when doubt creeps in and you ones will
question your “reality” as to what is truly REAL.
You each must go through this discernment
exercise for self, for it is YOUR reality that is in
question-not
mine, and certainly not God’s!
Let us back up a bit and examine some of
these more typical causes for arriving at the
point of doubt. For many it will be inner anxiety
of going against the “norm” of that which society
dictates as being acceptable. For many of you,
your hearts soar when you hear Truth, and you
want to share this inner enthusiasm with any
and all who will listen.
Again, I say to you that this is fine. But, let
me add ‘hat YOU cannot actually shift another’s
reality. You can offer insights and data for
evaluation, but each must discern for themselves
what is the correct path for them.

a

You cannot “short circuit” the lessons of
another. When you try to take on this role, the
logical response from the other will often be
anger and even disgust.
Allow each to find their own way. And,
more importantly, learn to release the inner
GUILT that weighs on your heart.
Now, why have I introduced this subject of
guilt? Because, for most of you who are sick,
there is a primary cause that will be at the root
of nearly any unbalanced condition. That cause
Many of you are efforting to get family is guilt, in one form or another.
a
To truly understand
and heal, one members to see and hear The Truth as offered
must realize the TRUE cause or nature of forth in this publication. This is indeed fine and
a condition. First and foremost is the fact that noble-and usually involves quite a bit of heart
a
YOU are NOT your body, and YO-U(the NON- energy on your part. When your enthusiasm is
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Please remember that there is wisdom in
approaching
any and all situations
with
balance.
Sometimes
the most giving
action
you can take concerning
loved
ones is to allow them to simply walk off
the spiritual
path altogether
and find
their own way in their own unique manner.
This is perhaps the hardest thing for
In the searching
to
you ones to do.
understand,
you can know that there is
only One Ultimate Truth and ALL shall, in
the end, find their way
Home (back to Source).
God monitors heart
a
intent. When you effort
to assist another, it is
noted. When you beat-up
self for some
upon
a
perceived failure, this too
is noted, for it is an
indicator of your progress
with respect to TRUE
understanding ofwho you
are atid why you are there.
There is absolutely NO
need to punish self. You
may do so, as you wish, in
utilization of your gift from Creator of free-will
choice, but there is truly no need.
Seek within for understanding of that which
is offered here in LOVE. Choose for yourself
the path you will take, and know that each path
will be filled with its unique challenges so that
YOU may test YOUR reality and YOUR
awarenesses.
If you choose a harsh path, then
be it, for
that is YOUR choice. Look not for sympathy
from those who tried to offer to you wisdom
that you then rejected.
On the other side of the issue, remember
that YOU are not required to concern yourself
past the point of offering a helping hand if the
help is rejected.
You did your part in the
offering.
Release the emotional pressures
associated with the rejection, and look forward
to the next opportunity that will come your way
to assist.

grows all”-you each want to help those whom
you perceive as having need.
Learn to move through each experience and
not get stuck in those seemingly negative
emotional “micro-realities” that can seem to
invalidate your reality, and you as a being, IF
YOU ALLOW SAME.
It is perfectly
fine to feel the
invalidating
emotional
emanations
of a
“rejection”
experience,
but it is quite
unwise to allow them to build into a state
of doubt and frustrating
“reality” shifts
FOR YOU. Move through the experience
and leave behind the garbage and take
with you the knowledge
gained from
having the experience.
You cannot be
held responsible for
“reality”
or
the
choices of another. If
your intent is goodly
(Godly)
and you
KNOW that you have
acted from or spoken
from a position of
love, then please
realize that there is
truly nothing more
that you can do for
another.

This
is a manual for living the life
blessed of God. Cuts to the core of the nature of man,
‘et offers gentle direction filled with compassion
beyond measure. Each energy is uniquely powerful
‘et, together, they form a team of one. The Masters
offer insight to the planet, our purpose, God’s involvement and will, our journey home, the Greater
Asion. The messages resonate as musical chords
within the very soul essence.
The words shared
enew hope and give the phrase “Trust in God” a
leeper meaning.

a

a

Perfect “health” -whether
it be “good”
or “bad’‘-is
what you already have.
So
quit asking for health, and start asking
for that which will bring forth inner
balance and understanding
of the TRUE
cause of your un-balanced physical state.

I am Master Hilarion of the Healing
Emerald Ray. I come at this time as Elder
Brother
and Teacher so that you who
Most of you who are guided to read seek will have insights and tools to use,
these messages
are not just emotional
if that be your choice.
beings, but emotional beings with a highly
In the Light and in service to Creator
attuned
sense of compassion
for your Source,
these
find
words
may
fellow travelers
along the paths of life. Understanding
within,
for
as
Higher
Sense
Because
of
a
of Understanding
1eads
to
Peace
and
Connectedness
regarding this effort-that
Balance, so shall your body reflect same.
“all is connected to all” and “as one grows,
Salu!
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anv wav necessarv.
The Chinese *will have to also
such as the
Koreas because North Korea is already in a famine
circumstance that has brought the nationalist regime to
its knees-and
that, readers, was the planned scheme
now working to perfection.
So what of South Korea? What about it? So much
wealth has been taken out of South Korea that I would
suggest that money be also INVESTED in something
such as Treasury contracts and put to work-because
confiscation is going to be the rule of each
until all
loose assets which are thought to be sheltered will be
gathered in
the now-out-of-control Dragon people.
You are now entering “THE BIG ONE”, world, and it
will
most interesting to see which way youchoose for
your execution.
1 repeat, however. for you inquiring minds-begin
to get out of Taiwan, as a wealth shelter, RIGHT NOW,
while the chaos is upon the area systems. But you are
going to have to place that wealth into projects lest you
be caught somewhere holding empty bank accounts
to
safe. Look at the Swiss banks wherein
the most staid bank in the world now claims immediately imminent destruction of the system, the Bank of
International Settlements. There ARE, however, possibilities of utilizing other banks in Switzerland for
some measure of stored vaulting. But, note that the
can come in and wipe out sums.
“Holocaust
of great magnitude when they are not even involved is
a sign of the times, my friends.
And what of the Chinese power already in places
like the U.S.7 Well, it will increase in all aspects, of
course. The Asian gangs are much more feared than
any Black gangs in Watts, silly people. They are totally
under control and devastating in their approaches to
everything undertaken-and
will team up with the
Soviet gangs (mafia) already present. Can you light
this wave of tidal proportions already upon you? No,
therefore your
mode of action is to keep every law
as given, stay small in myriads of projects, make your
guns into plows and keep your brains and minds clear
and functional. You, at present, must get along pretty
well with the Kissingers and Rockefellers and Bushs of
the world arenas. Not because
are loved or wondrous but because they are going to also confront the
big dragon and you don’t want to
at cross-odds with
them or the dragon.
But what is Clinton doing about this? What CAN
Clinton
about a world takeover7 He
NOTHSo, I
ING about it, dreaming victims of ignorance.
repeat, STAY SMALL in little endeavors ALL OVER
d

LookBeyond
HongKong
[Continuedfrom

7,000 troops
armored vehicles coming into Hong
Kong today that you really, and actually claim to,
believe the Communist Red Machine will just move in
and let you go about business as usual. Some business
as usual needs to be blown away-but do you really
think it will stop with the corrupted?
I find. you so blind to history, readers, that I realize
you don’t even have a real idea of geographical locations or what has happened in the past that can give you
reason to
cautious.
I now speak DIRECTLY to
people who do business or live, or hope to survive, in
those areas near China. And, are the “Reds” so bad? It
is all in perspective, isn’t it? They are not
as defined properly so they must
political entity of great power and size as find themselves in general control. Do they want money and
wealth? Of course, for how else can you measure your
power? Enslavement of people and garnering the wealth
while controlling through force is the mode of operation of governments who have enough power to sweep
over the people and land masses.
TAIWAN
I wonder how many of you REMEMBER the bad old
days when the leadership of China was deposed and
basically exiled? Can you possibly rethink the things
that happened and say a prayer that you can remember
well enough to act prudently? China plans to swallow
Taiwan just as soon as is prudent on the world agenda.
Will the U.S. step in and defend from the great
dragon?
OF COURSE NOT. Remember Hungary?
Remember Cyprus? The U.S. actually goaded the local
citizens of those places to take up arms, start a war and,
with promises of BACK-UP and intervention-turned
coat and left the people to die and the enemy to become
even stronger-the
COMMUNIST enemy! Ah, but
those “enemies” were not actually
either,
were they?
So, what would I then suggest as to what to do ifyou
are a citizen or business person with great stores in the
banks of, say, Taiwan7 Move it ASAP and get your
stored off-shore banking off and onto another shore.
The whole agenda is to capture the pawns and the
property and it will make Swiss account-scavenging
look like debris from a very small peanut cleaner
factory.
What would I further suggest? That you place that
funding-backed
by contracts-into
every available
and goodly humanitarian project you can beg, borrow
or buy, except that you will NOT want to “buy” and
“own” any of it if
are a notable entity who would be
targeted for take-out or -down.
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Right here is where the holders of wealth could
invest in projects worldwide, help the people of nations
downtrodden, and hold the contracts (Treasury notes or
bonds or equivalents) of any major industrial nation
(like the U.S.) and get them safely into locations out of
Taiwan ASAP. They will
your tickets to security in
the not-too-distant future. You may well go to war- I
WILL NOT.
You think you are in danger in the U.S. of somehow
being taken over by the communist this or that? Well,
you have already been TAKEN OVER by those factions. I repeat that communism is not what the Communist Party of “Red” repute IS.
It has been said that when the Chinese have 200
million available troops armed and there is capability
ofwalking across the Euphrates River-beware,
for the
end might well be near. So, you have now a count of
OVER 500 million armed men and all you have to do is
turn otf the water in the dams and the whole bunch can
cross that river on dry land!
Most favored nation
given to China is a silly
show of charade-playing.
The whole game is set and
planned and well orchestrated to hold big business
together in some manner worked against this very
of pulling those major corporations into the shelter of
the BIGGER
BOYS.
Hong Kong will become
the
Sodom
and/or
Gomorrah of today. But
for the nationalists of
such places as Taiwan
the days are numbered,
for already the dragon
breathes its hot breath
upon that tiny isle of
freedom and huffs and
puffs, and THEY WILL
BLOW AWAY THE
HOUSE AND, NO, THE
U.S. WILL NOT EVEN
WITHDRAW SUPPORT
ORFAVORED STATUS
FROM THE DRAGON.
The bases already
under control of the Chinese in the U.S. will become open hubs of activities and the ones under pressure will suddenly flourish as the citizens are put down or
aside and the work
planned is accomplished

NW,
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EVERYWHERE and do what you
to push through
as best you can under these pressures and the enemy
will actually HELP YOU because you are not the
THREAT politically and everyone has to EAT!
Yes, I am writing this specifically with a focus in
mind and I certainly hope my own team realizes it and
takes appropriate actions to make sure the information
reaches proper eyes and ears.
So, what will happen TODAY? Probably nothing
of visible measure except hype and fanfare, marching
and possibly a few peasants will be shot or over-run, but
the overall plan is to wait until you are not suspecting
anything and methodically eat up the world while
actually swallowing up that New World Order bunch of
misfits. The needs of the Orientals are not money or
things of Khazarians as you recognize ttim to be-but
domination of everything. Note the “knight&
taking
place in almost panic measure (stupid otihe part of the
of the British and intetijional
citizens. of
Hong Kong. Well, tomorrow there will be NO British
citizens, as such, in Hong Kong and the Biits,, have
already said that they will NOT take in those British
citizens ANYWAY. Please remember the lessons: the
Khazars are of descent of Mongol, FUSS, and Nordic
lineage but are those casually referred io as the 13th
tribe of Israel. They are aliens, to say the,“very least,
they are atheistic by all measures. The false Christians
will
allowed to flourish in chaos for a’while as the
people who know TRUTH will be left mostly alone or
ridiculed as crazies. But then will come a great purging
of all the silly indoctrinated masses who call themselves Christians but are nothing more thar. indoctrinated puppets.
In closing this writing today as regards China and
MFN (most favored nation trading status) let us look at
an o,>inion which I respect as pretty observant by
Wil!iam Norman Grigg:
[QUOTING:]

MFN AND
CORPORATE WELFARE
In the debate
renewal of most favored nation
(MFN) trading status for Communist China, a regime
that runs over its citizens with tanks and requires
mothers to abort their babies [H:
you don’t have that nasty abortion
the
help you.],
one crucial fact has been ignored altogether; MFN for
China is not about “free trade” between nations, or a
policy of “engagement” that will eventually liberalize
the regime’s human rights policies.
It is the key
component of a system of transnational corporate welfare that leeches off the U.S. taxpayer and enhances the
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The term “most favored natidn” is somewhat misleading; most nations of the world enjoy MFN status,
which simply means that they qualify for the lowest
tariff rate on the products they export to the United
States. However, under the Trade Act of 1974, revocation of MFN status would choke off access to “programs
of credits, credit guarantees, [and] investment guarantees” for “nonmarket economy countries” such as Communist China, and for the U.S.-based transnational
corporations seeking to undertake subsidized ventures
in such countries. Th&.major artery of such taxpayer
subsidies is the Export-Import Bank (Ex-Im). The list
of Ex-Im’s customers for China ventures could serye as
a roSter of the U.S.-based transnationals who compose
the Red China Lobby.

INTERNATIONAL
CORPORkTISM

J-

According to an Ex-Im fact sheet, the itisstitutioc
“exfsts to support U.S. exporters in making sales to
foreign buyers. It does this by filling the gap where
private sector export financing is inadequate or unavailable.”
That is,’ Ex-Iti conscripts the wealth of
U.S. taxpayers to underwrite business ventures that
private financial institutions subject to the discipline of
the free market simpljl wouldn’t touch. Congress appropriated $726 million in taxpayer finds for Ex-Im
for fiscal 1997, not a penny of which was authorized by
the
A large portion of that money was
used to finance corporate deals in China, which Ex-Im
describes as its “largest market in Asia”. From June
1996 to April 1997, Ex-Im provided more than $2
billion in subsidies for corporate ventures in Chinasubsidies that would not have been possible had MFN
not been renewed last summer.
Among the most lucrative Ex-Im subsidies during
that period were “direct loans” of $408.8 million for
New Jersey’s Foster Wheeler Energy Corporation,and
$383.1 million to underwrite purchases from Overseas
Bechtel Inc./China Bechtel Inc. Other direct loans
included $206.1 million to General Electric, $55.8
million for Siemens Corporation, and $36.3 million to
Westinghouse.
Those loans were sent to state-run
Chinese banks to purchase goods and services from the
American transnationals.
Ex-Im also provided loan guarantees of $100 million and $332.7 million to McDonnell-Douglas and
Boeing, respectively, for the sale of aircraft. By extending those guarantees Ex-lm assumes “all of the
political and commercial risks of non-payment”-by
extorting the necessary funds from the U.S. taxpayer
should the loans go bad. In such arrangements, the

profits are private, the investments are subsidized, and
the losses are socialized; it is international corporatism,
not free trade.
Several of the largest beneficiaries of Ex-Im subsidies are identifiable members of the Red China Lobby.
Foster Wheeler Energy Corporation is a member of the
U.S.-China Business Council, as are McDonnell-Douglas, General Electric, Texaco ($20 million in Ex-Im
subsidies), and Westinghouse ($36.3 million). General
Electric also belongs to the U.S-China Educational
Foundation, and Westinghouse participates in the Business Coalition for U.S.-China Trade. Bechtel is a
member of USA-ENGAGE, which describes MFN refor China as “a means of encouraging positive
c’hange in China and ensuring freedom for Hong Kong”.
Boeing is arguably the- corporate “Friend of China”
nonpareil.
The Seattle-based aerospace firm is
leader of
Business Coalition for U.S.-China trade,
ahd a member Of the U.S-China Educational Foundation, the Business Coalition for U.S. -China Trade, and
the U.S.-China Business Council.

SELECTIVE
CONDEMNATION
There is certainly nothing novel about taxpayersubsidized sales of technology to communist powers.
Indeed, today’s contemporary Red China Lobby in
many ways is an institutional continuation ofyesterday’s
Soviet lobby. For example, Donald Staheli, outgoing
chairman of the U.S.-China Business Council (which
represents over 300 firms) and a former director of both
the National Committee on United States-China Relations and the America-China Society, is also a former
director of the U.S.-Russian Trade Council. Staheli
was also CEO of the New York City-based Continental
Grain Company, which for decades was a leader in
subsidized grain sales to the Soviet Union.
Curiously, this continuity is lost on some conservative congressmen who had been outspoken opponents
of subsidized trade with the Soviet bloc. In an April 12,
1984 letter, one
congressman wrote that “we can
no longer finance the inhuman and reprehensible activities of . . . communist countries with aid and loans
from our lending institutions am&governmental agencies.” “It is my belief that our government must not
permit trade with a regime actively participating in the
genocide of its own people,” he stated in a February 11,
1988 letter. On December 7, 1988, he informed yet
another correspondent that “I have introduced legislation which would prohibit all extensions of credit,
credit guarantees, investment guarantees, or grants by
any agency of the U.S. government to any communist
country.”
The author of that sound and commendable legislation was Illinois Republican Phil Crane-who has
China’s MFN status in every vote since 1990.
As it happens, Motorola, the transnational which is the
largest employer in Crane’s district, has $1.2 BILLION
invested in China. Motorola, predictably, belongs to
several Red China Lobby groups, and Garth Milne,
Motorola’s senior vice president and treasurer. sits on
the Ex-Im Bank’s Advisory Committee.
[END OF QUOTING]
Please note the date of introduced legislation and
see that it is
old. Do you see how the players
work while you sleep and take in the lies like so much
junk food to which you are totally addicted7 So be it,
readers, and may the world continue to turn while you
flip-flop about in your cocoons of illusion (cloud material). “Illusion” is a veil material used in such as
wedding veils and other fashionable attire in which
“illusion” is your target.
Good morning and good luck! Salu.
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